
M. voN RHEINBABEN (Germany) and General TANCzOS (Hungary) supported the
declaration of the Italian delegation.

Rear-Admiral VON SCHOULTZ (Finland) thought that the matter of exempt vessels was
a very important question of principle, because the whole idea of exempt vessels, by authorising
the existence of non-limitable units, was a negation of limitation and a contradiction in terms.
He noted that the principal arguments brought against the limitation of exempt vessels had
been raised by the representatives of the great naval Powers. One of the weak points in all
the naval treaties hitherto concluded was the very large and varied group of exempt vessels
provided for therein-vessels which escaped limitation. He shared the opinion expressed by
the Italian and Swedish delegations that that group should be subject to limitation, and
supported the declaration which the Italian delegation had just made.

Subject to the above observations, the text of Article 34 was adopted at first reading.

44. APPOINTMENT OF A SUB-COMMISSION.

The PRESIDENT suggested that the Sub-Commission appointed to co-operate with the
Bureau should consist of representatives from the United States, Brazilian, United Kingdom,
Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Netherlands, Polish, Roumanian,
Soviet and Swedish delegations.

The Sub-Commission would discuss, and if possible settle, the various points held over
during the discussion, and would help the Rapporteur point by point in drawing up his report.

A greed.

TWENTIETH MEETING

Held on Saturday, June iith, 1932, at Io.30 a.m.

President: M. COLBAN.

45. COMMUNICATION FROM THE AUSTRALIAN DELEGATION IN REGARD TO THE NAVAL
COMMISSION'S REPORT TO THE GENERAL COMMISSION (Document Conf.D./C.G.28(2)).

The PRESIDENT informed the Commission that he had received a letter, dated June 5th,
from the Australian delegation pointing out that that delegation supported the views of
the United States, United Kingdom and Japanese delegations on capital ships, the Argentine
and United Kingdom delegations on aircraft-carriers and the Argentine and United Kingdom
delegations on submarines, as set forth in the Naval Commission's report. The letter further
contained the following statement:

"The Australian delegation is of opinion that the discussions of the Commission
have emphasised the fact that any form of naval armament may be used offensively or
defensively and may, according to circumstances, be efficacious against national defence
and also threatening to civilians, in the sense of producing actual danger or reasonable
apprehension of danger to them.

"The Commission, however, is asked to report which forms of naval armament most
particularly possess these characteristics. In reply to this question, the Australian
delegation states its opinion that submarines, particularly those of. large tonnage and
extensive cruising radius, come most definitely within the category of being most threaten-
ing to civilians;: that capital ships are particularly adapted for operating against other
naval units: and for protecting naval units, and do not as such fall within the class of
vessels most specifically offensive,. etc.; and that. the offensive, etc., qualities of aircraft-
carriers 'depend upon the use for general bombing purposes of the aeroplanes which they
carry-a question which has not yet been considered by the Naval Commission."

46. EXAMINATION OF THE REPORT TO THE GENERAL COMMISSION CALLED FOR BY THAT
COMMISSION'S RESOLUTION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf.D.I2I).

The PRESIDENT informed the Commission that the Bureaux of the three Technical Com-
missions and of the Special Committee on Chemical and Bacteriological Weapons had met to
consider the co-ordination of their various reports. The Bureaux had decided that no. co-
ordination was practicable and that the four separate reports should be submitted to the
General Commission as they stood.

NAVAL COMMISSION 8.
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He reminded the Naval Commission, however, that it had originally decided to insert
the following text at the beginning of Part II (Aircraft-carriers) of its report

"Pending the results of the discussion in the Air Commission, the following statements
in regard to aircraft-carriers have been made in the Naval Commission."

As the results of the Air Commission's discussions were now known, that text had been
replaced in the Final Report by the following statement

"In regard to aircraft-carriers, the Naval Commission draws attention to the Air
Commission's report (document Conf.D.I23, Part I, paragraph I(d)) and to the declarations
relative to this paragraph in Part III."
The two Commissions thus maintained their entire independence, and it would be for the

General Commission to draw its own conclusions from their replies.
The Commission decided to send the report, without other changes, to the President of the

Conference.

47. EXAMINATION OF THE REPORT OF .THE SUB-COMMISSION APPOINTED TO CONSIDER WITH

THE BUREAU OF THE COMMISSION THE VARIOUS POINTS HELD OVER.

M. WESTMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, explained that the Sub-Commission had adopted
the main lines of the report, which he proposed to read. The report constituted a provisional
summing-up of the Commission's work and determined the various points held over. It would
form a basis for subsequent discussion. The Commission need not adopt the report, but only
note its contents as defining the results so far obtained.

The Sub-Commission's report was read:

"At its meeting on June 3rd, the Naval Commission appointed a Sub-Commission
to discuss, and if possible to settle, with the collaboration of the Bureau, the different
points held over during the discussions which took place with regard to certain parts
of the Preparatory Commission's draft Convention during the sixteenth to nineteenth
meetings of the Naval Commission. The following delegations were represented in the
Sub-Commission : United States of America, Brazil, United Kingdom, Finland, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, Sweden, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.

" The Sub-Commission began its work with a discussion of Annex IV to Chapter B
of Part II of the draft Convention: ' Rules for Replacement'.

"Annex IV.

" The German delegation wished it to be stated that it refrained from taking part in
the discussion in those cases in which the text before the Sub-Commission relates to classes
of ships of which Germany proposes the abolition.

" The Sub-Commission points out that by its decision of March I5th, I932, the Naval
Commission adopted paragraph I without modification.

"Paragraph 2 of the text of the draft Convention reads as follows:

" ' 2. A vessel shall be deemed to be"' over-age" when the following number of
years have elapsed since the date of its completion:

"' (a) Capital ships: 20 years, subject to special provision as may be
necessary for the replacement of existing ships.

" ' (b) Aircraft-carriers: 20 years, subject to special provision as may be
necessary for existing ships.

"' (c) Surface vessels exceeding 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) but not
exceeding Io,ooo tons (IO,I60 metric tons) standard displacement:

" ' (i) If laid down before January Ist, I929--I6 years.
"' (ii) If laid down after December 3Ist, I919--20 years.

" ' (d) Surface vessels not exceeding 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) standard
displacement :

"' (i) If laid down before January Ist, 1921--12 years.
"' (ii) If laid down after December 3Ist, I920-I6 years.

"' (e) Submarines : 13 years.'

"The Sub-Commission discussed whether, in the first sentence of paragraph 2,
the expression ' since the date of its completion ' should be modified. The Sub-Commis-
sion decided, however, to propose to the Naval Commission the maintenance of the text
for the time being.
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"During the discussion on this matter, several proposals were made. The United
Kingdom delegate, supported by the delegates of Italy, France and Finland, proposed
the following text

"' A vessel shall be deemed to be " over-age" when the following number of
years have elapsed since January ist of the year of its completion.'

"The Swedish delegate, supported by the Netherlands delegate, pointed out that
the modification proposed by the United Kingdom delegate might have the effect of
lowering the age-limits proposed for the various types of ships by anything up to twelve
months. If a definite date were to be specified in the text, the Swedish delegate would
be rather in favour of the date December 3Ist of the year of completion."

Vice-Admiral POUND (United Kingdom) pointed out, with reference to the last paragraph
which the Rapporteur had read, that this lowering of the age-limit was more apparent than
real, since the keel of the new vessel might already be laid on January ist three years (or two)
before the year in which the old vessel became over-age, and this date of laying the keel was
really the governing factor.

Captain MARONI (Italy), Rear-Admiral LABORDE (France) and Rear-Admiral VON

SCHOULTZ (Finland) supported the United Kingdom delegate's view.

Reading of the report (continued)

"The German delegate, while concurring in the United Kingdom delegate's
view, emphasisedthat the proposed modification would appear to necessitate special
consideration for the case of ships having a very short life-e.g., submarines.

" The Japanese delegate was in favour of the present text.
" The United States delegate reserved his opinion.
" In accordance with the Naval Commission's decision, the Sub-Commission inserted

in sub-paragraph (a) the figure' 26 years ' instead of ' 20 years ' as an age-limit for capital
ships.

" As regards sub-paragraph (b), the Japanese delegation proposed for aircraft-carriers
of over 20,000 tons an age-limit of 26 years and for those of less than 20,ooo tons an age-
limit of 20 years.

"This proposal not having been accepted by the Sub-Commission, the Japanese

delegation reserved the right to raise the question again.
"The Soviet delegation, referring to its proposal for the abolition of aircraft-carriers,

made a reservation with regard to the Sub-Commission's recommendation to fix the age-

limit for aircraft-carriers at 20 years.
"In order to make the text clearer, the Sub-Commission considers that in sub-

paragraphs (c) and (d) the words' other than those covered bythe previous sub-paragraphs'
should be inserted after the words ' surface vessels'.

" In connection with sub-paragraph (c), the Soviet delegation contended that this
provision, instead of applying to vessels of between 3,000 and Io,ooo tons, should apply
to vessels with a tonnage of between I,200 and 7,000 tons.

"As regards paragraph 3, the Sub-Commission unanimously proposed that the

word 'calendar' should be inserted before the word ' year' which appears in the text.
"The Japanese delegation, referring to the very considerable periods required,

according to recent experience, for the construction of large warships, proposed the

addition to paragraph 3 of a provision making four years (instead of three) the longest

period admissible for the laying-down of surface vessels exceeding 20,000 tons (20,320

metric tons).
" Certain delegations having considered the period suggested too long, the French

delegation, with the object of reaching a compromise acceptable to all the delegations,
proposed to fix the period in question at three and a half years. As a result of that proposal,
the tenor of paragraph 3 would be as follows:

"' The keels of replacement tonnage shall not be laid down more than three years
before the calendar year in which the vessel to be replaced becomes " over-age "; but
this period is extended to three and a half years in the case of any surface vessels
exceeding 20,000 tons (20,320 metric tons), and is reduced to two years in the case

of any replacement surface vessel not exceeding 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons)
standard displacement.'

" The French delegation pointed out that the provisions of Annex V, Section I,

being left intact would preclude an unduly long period of overlapping.
"The United Kingdom delegation expressed readiness to accept the text proposed

by the French delegation."



Vice-Admiral POUND (United Kingdom) wished to point out, for the sake of clearness,
that the last paragraph which the Rapporteur had read applied on condition that the text of
Section I of Annex V remained the same as in the draft Convention.

Rear-Admiral LABORDE (France) agreed with this observation.

Reading of the report (continued):

' "The Japanese delegate, whilst maintaining his original proposal, stated that he could
fall in with the French proposal provided that the following amendment were inserted
in Section I, paragraph (a), of Annex V:

"'But should the new vessel be a surface vessel exceeding 20,000 tons (20,320
metric tons), this period shall be increased to 5 years.'

"The United States delegate was unable to accept any change involving any
extension of the time-limits specified in paragraph (a) of Section I, Annex V.

"The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics delegate was in favour of maintaining the
present text.,

"The last sub-paragraph of paragraph 3, and similarly paragraph 4, did not call for
discussion.

"The United Kingdom proposal to add a new paragraph 5 to Annex IV, with the
object of linking up Annex IV with Annex V, was considered bythe Sub-Commission, and
it was decided to recommend the Naval Commission to accept it in the following amended
form

"Except as otherwise provided in the present Convention, vessels replaced
shall be disposed of in accordance with the provisions of Annex V to this Chapter.'

" Should the foregoing paragraph be adopted by the Naval Commission, it would
seem expedient to amend Article 22 of the draft Convention by inserting similarly the
phrase

"'Except as otherwise provided in the present Convention.'

A" Annex V.

"The Sub-Commission next proceeded to discuss Annex V to Chapter B of Part II
of the draft Convention: ' Rules for Disposal of Vessels of War'.

"The preamble was adopted without discussion.
" The United Kingdom delegation directed attention to the expendiency of making

special provision for the vessels to be scrapped when the Convention comes into force, as
was done in both the London and Washington Treaties. It was also suggested that, asin the London Treaty, a longer period than the normal should be allowed for scrapping
these vessels, in view of the fact that in all probability there will be a very considerable
number of such vessels.

"On the basis of the decisions already reached by the Naval Commission, the Sub-Com-
mission proposed to insert a new paragraph (a) worded as follows:

' A vessel to be disposed of by scrapping on the coming into force of the present
Convention as being in excess of the tonnage prescribed must be rendered incapable
of warlike service within twelve months from the coming into force of the Convention
and the scrapping shall be finally effected within twenty-four months from such
coming into force.'

" The present paragraph (a) will thus become (b), and so on 
" As regards a proposal submitted by the Japanese delegation that the period of

four and a half years laid down in new paragraph (b) be increased to five and a halfyears if the new vessel is a surface vessel exceeding 20,000 tons (20,320 metric tons),
the Sub-Commission decided to recommend that its further examination should take
place simultaneously with the proposals submitted on the subject of Annex IV, paragraph (3),referred to above. 

" Sections II, ' Vessels to be converted to Hulks '; III, ' Vessels to be converted to
Target Use '7; IV, ' Vessels retained for Experimental Purposes ' did not give rise to any
observations.

" As regards Section V, ' Vessels retained for Training Purposes', several changes
were proposed.

" The French delegation proposed that in paragraph I-' Capital Ships ', point (3)--
the words and the side-armour belt between the foremost and aftermost barbettes'
be deleted.
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"The French delegation also proposed certain rules designed to ensure the application
of the provisions of paragraph I, point (5), and of paragraph.2, point (4), to motor-
driven vessels as well as to steam-driven vessels.

" In this connection the following text was suggested 
"' If the vessel is motor-driven, removal or mutilation on board of all motors in

excess of the number required for a maximum speed of I8 knots.'
"The United Kingdom delegation suggested that motive power would be a better

criterion than speed and that, for example, th m the motive power of the vessel concerned might
be reduced by one-half. In the case of steamships, the removal of one-half of the boilers
would be equivalent to depriving the vessel of one-half of its motive power, and
a similar clause might perhaps be laid down for motor-driven vessels."

Rear-Admiral LABORDE (France) observed that the French delegation had proposed
that the last point of sub-paragraph 2, paragraph (b), Section V of Annex V should be
worded as follows

"4. Removal or mutilation on board of part of the boilers or motors so as to
reduce the motive power to one-half of what it was originally.

Reading of the report (continued) : 

"The Netherlands delegation proposed the addition of a new paragraph between
paragraphs (b) and (c) as follows

"' Vessels which have been converted into vessels for.training purposes before
the entry into force of this Convention may be maintained in the condition into which
they have been converted.'

"Certain delegations, while supporting the aforesaid proposal, stressed the expediency
of supplementing it by adding a definite date-for example, the date of the meeting of theDisarmament Conference.

" After some discussion on vessels to be retained for training purposes, the Sub-
Commission unanimously agreed that the examination of this question could usefully be
undertaken only when the work of the Disarmament Conference had progressed sufficiently
to enable delegations to form an idea of the whole body of the naval provisions of the
Convention, more especially as regards the various types of vessels to be considered.

Nevertheless, the Sub-Commission wishes to draw the attention of the Naval
Commission at once to the desirability of interested delegations handing in to the Bureau,
firstly, the fullest possible particulars as to the types of vessels which might, in their
opinion, come within the ambit of the rules set forth in Section V of Annex V, and, secondly
with a view to an examination of the above-mentioned Netherlands proposal, lists of
the existing training-ships, with particulars of their present condition.

Annex I.

" During the discussion in the Naval Commission concerning Annex I: Exempt
Vessels, the Italian delegation proposed that the maximum tonnage of the exempt vessels
referred to in paragraph (a) should be reduced from 600 to Ioo tons, and the maximum
speed of the vessels referred to in paragraph (b) from 20 to I8 knots. Moreover, the
German delegation proposed that the maximum calibres of the guns of exempt vessels
should be reduced from 6.I to 4.1I inches (I55 to 105 millimetres).

"The delegations of the following countries were broadly in favour of the Italian
proposal: China, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Netherlands, Sweden,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

"The delegations of the following countries were in favour of maintaining thetext of the draft Convention : Argentine, United Kingdom, France, Japan, Poland,
Portugal, Roumania. 

"The delegations of Spain and the United States of America reserved their final
opinion.

" The delegation of Brazil considered that the text of the draft Convention could notbe modified without taking into account the special conditions of each State,
" The delegation of Denmark suggested the addition to paragraph (b) of paragraph

(c), point (6), concerning mines. 
'"The Hungarian delegation proposed the introduction into paragraph (b) of para-

graph -(c), point (5), concerning armour-plate. 

1 See Minutes of nineteenth meeting.



"The Sub-Commission, after carefully considering the question of Exempt Vessels,
agreed to propose the following resolution to the Naval Commission:

' . Actually this category of ship is intended to include vessels whose military
value, either individual or collective, does not appreciably increase the combatant
strength of fleets.

'2. The need for establishing such a category is due to the necessity for
excluding from all limitation vessels of a great variety of types which are nevertheless
indispensable to meet the requirements of the various Powers for minor combatant
or auxiliary services.

"'3. It has become clear during the discussions of the Naval Commission
that the actual text of Annex I, which defines the characteristics of vessels exempt
from limitation, while suitable for the purpose of the London Treaty, is not equally
suitable for universal application in the case of a General Convention to which all
Powers will be signatory, owing to the fact that it allows the building of combatant
vessels which might in certain regions appreciably upset the balance of strength
allowed in the limitable categories.

'4. The Naval Commission considers that any question of revision of this
text must wait until decisions have been arrived at on the definitions of the types of
limitable vessels and other relevant matters.'"

The PRESIDENT inferred from the report that it contained nothing which was likely to

militate against a final agreement.

M. SMIRNOFF (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, as the questions in Annexes I,
IV and V, now under consideration, could not be finally resolved until a number of decisions
of principle had been reached by the General Commission with regard to disarmament (for
instance, reduction of tonnage, abolition, reduction or limitation of global tonnage, etc. .. .),
the Soviet delegation regarded the discussion of this part of the draft Convention as preliminary,
maintained its point of view regarding the age-limits mentioned in document Conf.D./C.N.I8 
and reserved the right to revert at a later date to the aforesaid questions.

TWENTY-FIRST MEETING

Held on Wednesday, July 2oth, I932, at 3 p.m.

In the Chair, M. DUPRI (Vice-President), then M. MORESCO.

48. ELECTION OF A PRESIDENT TO REPLACE M. COLBAN, RESIGNED.

The VICE-PRESIDENT said that the meeting was being held for the purpose of electing

a President to replace M. Eric Colban, who had resigned owing to illness resulting from an
accident.

Before proceeding to the election, he wished to express his deepest regret at the unfortunate
circumstance which had deprived the Naval Commission of so courteous and competent a
President. He proposed-because he was sure that this was the desire of all present-to send
to M. Colban, on behalf of the Commission, and also on his own behalf, a message of
friendship and gratitude and an expression of hope for speedy recovery.

M. VON RHEINBABEN (Germany) thought that the Commission had not far to look in order
to discover someone who might preside over its future work. He referred to the first Vice-
President, M. Dupr6, who was now in the Chair and had already presided over the Commission
sometimes in the absence of M. Colban and over sub-committees and drafting committees.
All members of the Commission were aware of M. Dupre's great interest in the problem and of
his unfailing tact and courtesy. He therefore ventured to hope that the Commission would
elect M. Dupre as its new President unanimously and by acclamation.

The VICE-PRESIDENT said he was very touched by this mark of confidence. He thanked
both the German delegate and the Commission and wished that he could have acceded to the
proposal, which was a great honour for his country and for himself. He regretted, however,
that it would be quite impossible for him to do so, as his duties in Canada as a member of the

1 The age-limits in question are mentioned by M. Ventzoff in his speech before the Commission on

March i7th, 1932 (see page I9).
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Government prevented him, and would prevent him in the future, from coming regularly to
Geneva and staying there long enough to preside over the future work of the Commission.
He would therefore invite the Commission to proceed to a new choice.

Mr. SWANSON (United States of America) expressed deep regret that it was impossible
for M. Dupre to accept the presidency. Such success as the Naval Commission had been able
to achieve in its work was very largely due to M. Dupre's constant and untiring efforts. He
fully realised, however, the heavy duties which would prevent M. Dupre from accepting the
Presidency.

Admiral ACTON (Italy) said that the Italian delegation also regretted the inability of
M. Dupre to accept the Presidency. In presiding over the Committee which had drawn up
the report to the General Commission, M. Dupre had displayed unerring competence and
impartiality. Though he quite understood that M. Dupre was obliged to return to Canada,
he nevertheless hoped that he would find it possible to come back once more and participate
in the work of the Naval Commission.

The VICE-PRESIDENT sincerely thanked Senator Swanson and Admiral Acton for their
very kind words.

M. IRGENS (Norway) thanked the Vice-President for his tribute to M. Colban. The accident
which had made it necessary for M. Colban to withdraw from the Commission temporarily
was a blow all the more bitter in that M. Colban had been so deeply interested in the work of
the Naval Commission.

Since M. Dupre found himself irrevocably unable to accept the Presidency, he would,
as representing the country of the former President-even though he were the newest member
of the Commission-venture to suggest that the Commission should elect M. Moresco, delegate
of the Netherlands, as its new President.

M. VON RHEINBABEN (Germany) said that, as circumstances were now different, he
heartily supported M. Irgens' proposal.

Mr. SWANSON (United States of America) seconded this proposal, referring both to his
personal esteem for M. Moresco and to the high opinion in which M. Moresco was held by the
whole Commission. He 'particularly welcomed this proposal in view of the close ties of
friendship which united the United States of America to the Netherlands.

The VICE-PRESIDENT said he presumed that the Norwegian delegate's proposal was
unanimously accepted. He therefore declared M. Moresco elected President of the Naval
Commission and begged to congratulate the Commission on its choice. He was quite sure that
M. Moresco would prove a worthy successor to M. Colban. He himself would be happy to serve
as Vice-President under the new President. He would ask M. Moresco to take the
President's Chair.

(M. Moresco took the President's Chair.)

M. MORESCO (Netherlands), President, thanked the members of the Commission for the
great honour they had done to his country and to himself.

He feared that the task before him might be no easy one, as he possessed neither technical
knowledge of naval matters nor the great experience which M. Colban had acquired as
Director of the Disarmament Section. He felt indeed that he would need all the kind indulgence
of the Commission in carrying out his duties as President. He was sure, however, that he could
count on the sincerest collaboration of all.

He associated himself wholeheartedly with M. Dupre's suggestion to send to M. Colban
a message of gratitude and sympathy and an expression of hope for a speedy return to health.

As the sole item on the agenda-namely, the election of a new President-had
now been dealt with, he declared the meeting closed.
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President: M. E. COLBAN (Norway), succeeded by M. E. MORESCO (Netherlands).

Vice-Presidents: Mr. M. DUPRE (Canada); TEVFIK Bey (Turkey), succeeded by Cemal HtsNU
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Rapporteur: M. K. I. WESTMAN (Sweden).

Country Members Substitutes

Afghanistan: Lieut.-General OMAR Khan M. A. Husein AzIz Khan

YUSUF Khan

Union of South Africa: Major F. F. PIENAAR Mr. W. C. NAUDE
Mr. H. CAMP

Albania:

United States of America: The Hon. Claude A. SWANSON
Rear-Admiral A. J. HEPBURN

Argentine Republic: Dr. Carlos QUINTANA Captain Leon L. SCASSO

Australia: Mr. J. G. LATHAM, or Mr. V. C. DUFFY, or
Sir G. de Laune RYRIE Mr. F. G. SHEDDEN

Austria: General TARBUK

Belgium: M. BOURQUIN Major VAN DER DONCKT

Bolivia:

Brazil: Captain A. FERRAZ DE CASTRO Lieutenant Ernani DO AMARAL

Captain A. RODRIGUES DE PEIXOTO
VASCONCELLOS

United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern
Ireland. Sir Bolton M. EYRES-MONSELL Captain T. S. V. PHILLIPS, R.N.

Vice-Admiral A. D. P. R. POUND

Bulgaria: General VATEFF Colonel MARINOFF

Canada: Mr. Maurice DUPRE Mr. T. A. STONE

Chile: M. J. VALDES-MENDEVILLE
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China: General Moo Song WHANG Rear-Admiral Teh Yuen Lu
M. T. M. CHIU

Colombia: M. A. J. RESTREPO

Costa Rica: M. V. FIGUEREDO-LORA

Cuba: M. A. DE AGUERO Y M. G. DE BLANCK

BETHANCOURT Captain E. A. PRIETO

Czechoslovakia Lieut.-Colonel NEMECEK M. K. TRPAK

Denmark: M. Alsing ANDERSEN Vice-Admiral H. W. WENCK

M. J. P. STENSBALLE Captain A. C. C. SORENSEN

Egypt:

Estonia: General J. LAIDONER Colonel R. TOMBERG

Ethiopia: Comte LAGARDE, DUC D'ENTOTTO

Finland: M. R. HOLSTI Rear-Admiral G. VON SCHOULTZ

Colonel I. A. E. MARTOLA
Dr. K. E. P. HIITONEN

France: M. PIETRI M. R. MASSIGLI
M. Charles DUMONT M. MOYSSET
Rear-Admiral LABORDE M. L. AUBERT

Germany: Baron VON RHEINBABEN Vice-Admiral Baron VON
FREYBERG-EISENBERG-
ALLMENDINGEN

Greece: M. R. RAPHAEL Capitaine de fregate S. MATESSIS

Commandant J. DIMAKIS

Guatemala:

Haiti:

Honduras:

Hungary: Count A. APPONYI Colonel DE SIEGLER

General TANCZOS Baron KUHN (Lieutenant)

M. J. PELENYI Captain DE HARDY

India: H.H. the AGA Khan The Rt. Hon. Sir Samuel HOARE

Sir Henry WHEELER
Lt.-Colonel W. E. BEAZLEY

Irish Free State: Mr. J. J. HEARNE Mr. S. LESTER

Italy: Admiral G. SIRIANNI Admiral ACTON

General DE MARINIS STANDARDO
DI RICIGLIANO

Captain RUSPOLI

Captain P. MARONI

Japan: M. N. SATO, or M. S. SAWADA
Vice-Admiral 0. NAGANO Rear-Admiral W. KOMAKI

M. Hirosi SAITO

Latvia: General A. KALEYS M. J. FELDMANS

Liberia: Dr. A. SOTTILE
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Country Members Substitutes
Lithuania: Colonel LANSKORONSKIS

Luxemburg:

Mexico: Dr. F. CASTILLO NAJERA Major P. MERCADO

Netherlands: M. E. MORESCO
Vice-Admiral SURIE

Captain J. A. GAUW

New Zealand: Sir Thomas WILFORD Mr. C. KNOWLES

Norway: M. E. COLBAN Commodore OTTO
M. IRGENS

Panama: M. Narciso GARAY

Persia: Colonel A. RIAZI Major BAHAR-MASTE

Captain S. CHEYBANI

Peru:

Poland: General S. BURHARDT-BUKACKI M. T. KOMARNICKI

Captain SOLSKI

Sub-Lieutenant LASOCKI

Portugal: General Ivens FERRAZ Professor Lobo D'AVILA LIMA

Rear-Admiral J. DE SOUZA E
FARO

Roumania: M. Constantin ANTONIADE General Th. DUMITRESCO

Colonel STOICESCO

Captain E. ROSCA

Sa'udi Arabia: Sheikh Hafiz WAHBA M. E. DUSSAC

Siam: Prince Pridi Debyabongs Rear-Admiral Phya

DEVAKULA RAJAWANGSAN

Spain: M. J. GIRAL PEREIRA M. S. DE MADARIAGA

M. Leopoldo PALACIOS M. ARAQUISTAIN
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Official No.: Conf.D./C.N.2.

Geneva, March I2th, I932.

REPORT BY THE BUREAU OF THE NAVAL COMMISSION CONCERNING
THE QUESTIONS TO BE EXAMINED BY THE COMMISSION.

In accordance with the decision taken by the Naval Commission at its second meeting
on March 9th, its Bureau met at 4 p.m. on March ioth to consider the List of Questions referred
to the Naval Commission by the General Commission-vide document Conf.D.Io3 1and

A. To divide these questions into groups showing
(a) Questions of which the discussion could be begun forthwith in the Naval

Commission;
(b) Questions of which the discussion could only be begun in the Naval Commission

after their previous discussion by the General or other Commission.
B. To decide on the order in which the questions coming under A(a) above should be

discussed.
Proposals in regard to these matters were sent in by the delegations of the Argentine

Republic, the United Kingdom, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the United States of America.

The delegations of these States, together with those of States which had taken part in
the discussion in the Naval Commission on March 9th,2 were requested to attend-should
they so desire-the meeting of the Bureau, and the delegates of the Argentine Republic,
the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and the United States of
America were present at the meeting.

It was agreed to recommend to the Commission that the questions shown in the list
in document Conf.D.Io3 1 should be dealt with as follows

Item.

I, 2, 3. Defer until after consideration of the corresponding questions by the Land
Commission.

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Refer to the General Commission for previous consideration.
io, II. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.
12. Refer to the General Commission for previous consideration.
13, I4, I5, I6. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.
17. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.

It was agreed that the reservation made in the first line of Annex I to Chapter B
of Part II of the draft Convention 3-regarding previous Conventions-
should not be dealt with by the Naval Commission.

18. Defer for subsequent discussion in the Naval Commission after decisions have
been reached in the General Commission in regard to Items 7, 8 and g.

I9. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.
20. Defer until after consideration by the National Defence Expenditure Com-

mission.
21, 22. Defer until after discussion of Items I, 2 and 3 above.
23. Defer until after discussion of Item 20 above.
24. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.
25. Defer for subsequent discussion in the Naval Commission after a decision has

been reached in the General Commission in regard to Item I2.

From the above, it will be seen that it is considered that the following questions can be
discussed forthwith in the Naval Commission. The order of discussion proposed is that set
out below

Items Io, II, 13, 14, 15, I6, 17, I9, 24.

The attached draft agenda shows in detail the questions for discussion and the order
in which it is proposed they should be taken.

The President will keep in touch with the Presidents of the other Commissions and will
keep the Naval Commission informed of the progress of events of interest to it in the other
Commissions.

The next meeting of the Naval Commission will be called by its President after consultation
with the Bureau of the Conference.

1 See Conference Documents, Vol. I, page 179.
2 See Minutes of the Naval Commission, page i.
3 See Conference Documents, Vol. I, page 14.
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Official No.: Conf.D./C.N.3.

Geneva, March - Ith, I932.

DRAFT AGENDA.

Note i. The number in brackets in the left-hand column is the item number in the list of
questions given in document Conf.D.Io3.1

2. The wording in Columns 2 and 3 is taken from the tables in document Conf.D.Io2.2

3. Questions will, as a general rule, be discussed in the order shown below.

DRAFT CONVENTION.3 RELEVANT PROPOSALS.

I. (io) Article 17. (I) Contracting parties not to build or

General undertaking. No vessel allow to be built on their territories any
of war exceeding limitations warships exceeding the prescribed limits. -
prescribed to be acquired by, or Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Conf.
constructed by, for or within the D Artice 17 paragraph (c))
jurisdiction of any High (2) Not to cause new vessels to be
Contracting Party. constructed in foreign yard over and above

the limits laid down for each contracting
State. - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(Conf.D.87. Article I7, paragraph (d)).

2. (ii) Article I8 and Annex IV to Only replacement vessels to be built.
Chapter B of Part II. Age-limits for replacement. Replaced vessels

Rules for replacement. not to be used for warlike purposes.
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Conf.
D.87. Article i6, ist paragraph and paragraph
(a). Article I7 (a)).

3. (I3) Article 20.
Use of vessels of war constructed

for another Power.

4. (14) Article 2I. No handing over or sale of warships to
Cession of vessels of war to another Power if such Power can use them

another Power. as warships supernumary to its prescribed
establishment. Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (Conf.D.87. Article 17, paragraph
(b)).

5. (15) Article 22 and Annex V to ChapterB Rules for disposal. Disarmament of
of Part II. warships; what this comprises. Procedure
Rules for disposal of vessels for striking vessels off the establisment andRules for disposal of vessels

of war. rendering them unfit for warlike purposes. 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Conf.
D.87. Article I4).

6. (I6) Article 23.
Hulks or training establishments.

7. (I7) Annex I to Chapter B of Part II.
Exempt vessels.

8. (I9) Annex III to Chapter B of Part II. (I) Amended definitions. - Germany

Definitions. (Conf.D.79.II.A.I2).

(2) Standard displacement. Amended
definition. - Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (Conf.D.87. Article I6, note).

9. (24) Article 34.

Publicity regarding the
construction of war vessels.

1 See Conference Documents, Vol. I, page I79.
2 Ibid., pages 60o to I64 and page 169.
3 Ibid., pages 12 to 17 and page 24.
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Series of Publications: I 9 32.IX.45. Official No.: Conf.D.I21.
[Conf. D./C.N.30(I).]

Geneva, May 28th, I932.

REPORT TO THE GENERAL COMMISSION CALLED FOR BY THAT

COMMISSION'S RESOLUTION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932
(Document Conf.D./C.G.28(2)).

Rapporteur: M. K. I. WESTMAN (Sweden).

INTRODUCTION.

The General Commission of the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments
at its meeting on April 22nd, I932, adopted the following resolution (document Conf.D./C.G.
28(2)):

" In seeking to apply the principle of qualitative disarmament as defined in the
previous resolution (document Conf.D./C.G.26(I)), the Conference is of opinion that the
range of land, sea and air armaments should be examined by the competent special
Commissions with a view to selecting those weapons whose character is the most specifically
offensive or those most efficacious against national defence or most threatening to civilians."

For the purpose of determining the naval armaments which are, in accordance with the
terms of the resolution, " the most specifically offensive or those most efficacious against
national defence or most threatening to civilians ", the Naval Commission met on April 26th,
I932.

After a general discussion, the Naval Commission adopted the agenda prepared by its
Bureau in accordance with which it considered, first, capital ships and subsequently discussed
aircraft-carriers, submarines and mines. The Commission also considered river gunboats and
monitors.

In regard to the use of poison gases and bacteriological warfare, the General Commission
has decided to confide the consideration of these questions to a special Commission constituted
for this purpose.

The discussions which have taken place in the Naval Commission in pursuance of the
resolution of the General Commission of April 22nd, I932, have not been confined to the
questions to which the text of the resolution relates directly. A number of delegations have
thought well to develop their views, in more complete fashion than the actual terms of reference
would have required, on naval problems in general and on the special needs and circumstances
of their respective countries. They have been led in this way to indicate the fundamental
considerations at the base of their attitude to the problems raised by the General Commission's
resolution. Questions have thus been discussed in regard to the problem of the abolition of
certain forms of naval armaments, reductions of tonnage and of the combatant power of
units, the difficulties arising in connection with the application of the term " aggression ", and
problems in regard to the definition of " the relative offensive and defensive power" of the
different types of war vessels.

The discussion indicated that one of the reasons for the divergent views expressed lies in
a difference in interpretation of the terms of reference given by the General Commission.
Certain delegations have found the terms of the General Commission's resolution sufficiently
clear for them to be taken at once as the basis of the work of the Naval Commission. Other
delegates, on the other hand, in view of the special conditions existing in the sphere of naval
armaments, have thought it necessary to discuss and state clearly the sense in which the General
Commission's resolution should be interpreted.

These latter delegations have, for their part, expressed the opinion that the instruction
to consider the different naval armaments with a view to determining those weapons " whose
character is the most specifically offensive" appears to presuppose the use of such weapons
for purposes of a policy of aggression and that the naval operations to be considered are,
consequently, primarily those directed towards the invasion and violation of the territorial
sovereignty of a country. In other words, in order to define the task of the Naval Commission,
the latter has, in their opinion, to consider whether there are weapons which, in the event of
armed aggression directed suddenly against the territorial sovereignty of a State, offer, in
virtue of their inherent specific character, greater advantages to the aggressor than to the
nation which is the victim of aggression.

The delegations adhering to this view feel that this interpretation is the only one consonant
with the origin and development of the resolution as shown by the discussion in the General
Commission. Furthermore, they feel that to consider the offensive operations in question
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as embracing all the normal operations of war would lead directly into insoluble problems.
Such a wider interpretation would likewise involve matters of principle which have not yet
been dealt with by the General Commission.

Other delegations stated their opinion that, whenever a State adopts a policy of aggression,
all naval armaments whatsoever, whether limitable or non-limitable within the meaning of the
Washington and London Naval Treaties, are specifically offensive, but that, on the other
hand, all these naval armaments whatsoever become defensive when employed by a nation
which is being subjected to aggression.

Moreover, certain delegations, with the object of defining more closely the terms of
reference to the Naval Commission, have been at pains to recall the resolution of April 20th,
I932, adopted by all the Members of the Conference, with exception of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (document Conf.D./C.G.24), under the terms of which the provisions
of Article 8 of the Covenant of the League of Nations are to be applied for the purpose of
determining the criteria for the limitation and reduction of armaments and have argued
accordingly that it is necessary to reduce armaments to the lowest point consistent with
national safety and the enforcement by common action of international obligations, taking
into account at the same time the geographical situation and special circumstances of each
State. The General Commission on these grounds decided that the application of these criteria
and the methods by which the reduction and limitation of armaments would have to be effected
should immediately be examined from a practical standpoint.

Other delegations, however, while anxious to be guided by the general lines laid down by
the General Commission, have been at pains to emphasise the point that the object of the
Conference is none other than the reduction and the limitation of armaments, and that all
efforts should be directed to this object. In this connection, it is essential to bear in mind that
the General Commission, by its resolution of April 22nd (document Conf.D./C.G.26(I)),
adopted this very principle of qualitative disarmament-that is to say, the selection of certain
categories or certain types of weapons the possession or use of which would be either completely
forbidden to all States or internationalised by means of a general convention.

They take the view that all kinds of weapons are offensive when they are utilised in
attacking other nations. It is, however, impossible to limit considerations of national defence
to the eventuality of invasion or violation of territorial sovereignty. National defence is
a much vaster problem. No definition of the term " national defence " has been recorded up
to the present.

To sum up the results of the discussion and to define as closely as possible the task of the
Naval Commission, the latter has agreed to the following resolution (document Conf.D./C.N./
C.R.Io):

" The Naval Commission having found that nearly all naval weapons possess to
some extent both an offensive and defensive character at the same time;

" Being convinced that it is very difficult, if not impossible, from a purely technical
point of view, to define the criteria of these arms so far as their mainly offensive or defensive
character is concerned, since this character even varies according to the circumstances
of the different countries;

"Has come to the conclusion that it can most usefully answer the questions put by
the General Commission in giving them the following interpretation

" Supposing one State either (a) adopts a policy of armed aggression, or (b)
undertakes offensive operations against another State, what are the weapons which,
by reason of their specific character, and without prejudice to their defensive purposes,
are most likely to enable that policy or those operations to be brought rapidly to
a successful conclusion ?"

It has been understood that the different States, in indicating the naval weapons which,
in their opinion, are the most specifically offensive and the most efficacious against national
defence, could indicate whether, in coming to their opinion, they have adopted the attitude
indicated above under (a) or that indicated above under (b).

It has been felt at the same time that in their replies the States desiring to do so might
refrain from distinguishing between the two criteria-viz., " the most specifically offensive
weapons " and" the weapons most efficacious against national defence "-which are mentioned
in the resolution of the General Commission.

The German delegation stated that, while it accepted the text of the above resolution,
in its opinion the provisions of the Versailles Treaty contain the reply to give to the questions
put by the General Commission's resolution, seeing that these provisions have been laid
down expressly for the purpose of rendering it impossible for Germany to proceed to a policy
of aggression.

The Soviet delegation considers that the preamble to the report of the Naval Commission
must conform strictly to the terms of reference given by the General Commission on April 22nd,
and this is why it declares itself against any extension and revision of the full powers delegated
to the Naval Commission, and against the discussion of questions touched upon in the Naval
Commission (definition of aggression, the " time factor ", definition of the offensive and of the
defensive, etc.). The Soviet delegation considers that any attempt to apply the principle of
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"national security " to the General Commission's decision of April 22nd nullifies any results
that may be arrived at in regard to qualitative disarmament, and that, notwithstanding
differences in geographical conditions, the technical-tactical criteria of present-day naval
armaments clearly permit of a definite reply-and this in numerical terms-being given to
the three questions put by the General Commission.

Efforts have been made to arrive at a single text, in regard to the various naval arms,
acceptable to all the delegations. These efforts having proved unsuccessful, it has consequently
been necessary to compile this report in the form in which it now appears-a series of statements
by different delegations or groups of delegations, setting forth their particular points of view.

PART I. - CAPITAL SHIPS.

The Australian, the United States of America, the Japanese and the United Kingdom
delegations consider that

" I. While in many respects capital ships possess fighting qualities superior to other
types of vessels, they are not so constituted that they can be effectively operated independently
of other types.

" 2. For certain countries having great maritime interests, vital lines of overseas com-
munication, or long coast-lines to defend, and which are dependent to a large extent on their
fleets for security, the capital ship constitutes the essential backbone of their defence forces.

"3. Capital ships are among the least efficient naval weapons for independent operations
against merchant commerce.

" 4. The foregoing considerations are equally applicable, whether the terms of reference
are interpreted in accordance with either (a) or (b) or both of paragraph 4 of the Naval
Commission's resolution (see page 127), and the delegations concerned are accordingly of the
opinion that capital ships:

" (a) Are not most specifically offensive;
" (b) Are not most efficacious against national defence;
" (c) Are not most menacing to civilian populations.

"5. Questions of reduction in displacement and gun calibre of capital ships are regarded
as outside the present terms of reference, since they involve matters of principle to be first
discussed by the General Commission."

The Brazilian delegation agrees with paragraphs I, 2 and 3 of the above statement'by the
Australian, the United States of America, the Japanese and the United Kingdom delegations,
while considering, however, that, " in the case of an attack, the greater the tonnage of those
ships and the greater the calibre of their guns, the more efficacious they are against naval and
coast defences ".

The Italian delegation stated that:
"Italy, which has to defend great maritime interests, vital lines of overseas

communications and very long coast-lines, and whose security and very life depend on her fleet,
while recognising that, in the present state of armaments, capital ships, as defined and limited
by existing Treaties, constitute an important element in naval forces, considers that these
ships :

" Are specifically offensive;
" Are most efficacious against national defence, and
" Indirectly, are most threatening to civil populations.

"The Italian delegation considers that a proposal aiming simply at the reduction of
displacement and of gun calibre of capital ships is not within the terms of reference of the
Naval Commission.

" In any case, the Italian delegation is of the opinion that a proposal of this sort will not
only not achieve the object of the General Commission but Would, on the contrary, lead to the
creation of a new type of rapid armoured vessel, and consequently to a new competition in
naval construction."

The Chinese delegation, in respect to China, supported the Italian delegation's statement
above.

The delegations of Germany, the Argentine, Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France,
Greece, Norwzay, the Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, Siam, Sweden, Turkey, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics and Yugoslavia agree on the following conclusions

" (a) In regard to capital ships, the predominance of their offensive character over
their defensive qualities increases with their tonnage and the calibre of their guns.

( b) While admitting that capital ships may contribute efficaciously towards national
defence, it must be stated that, in the case of an attack, the greater the tonnage of these ships
and the higher the calibre of their guns, the greater is their efficacy against naval and coast
defences.
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"(c) In regard to the threat to civil populations, it must be stated that the greater the
tonnage of these ships and the higher the calibre of their guns, the more they risk causing
damage to these populations.

"Consequently, these delegations consider that capital ships exceeding a certain tonnage
and carrying guns exceeding a certain calibre must be considered as being

"(a) Most specifically offensive;

" (b) Most efficacious against national defence;

" (c) Most threatening to civilians."

The following delegations, while agreeing to this last statement, have defined their
attitudes as follows

The German delegate has stated that, in accordance with the provisions of the Versailles
Treaty, capital ships of over Io,ooo tons and carrying a gun of over II-inch calibre come within
the criteria stated in the General Commission's resolution.

He has further stated that the German delegation would be able to accept a unanimous
resolution by the Naval Commission going even further than the provisions of the Versailles
Treaty.

The Spanish and Roumanian delegates have proposed to characterise as coming under the
three criteria all capital ships over io,ooo tons carrying guns of a calibre over 8 inches.

The French delegation considers that the tonnage above which capital ships come within
the three criteria is that necessary to ensure to them a sufficient protection against present-day
methods of attack.

The delegate of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has stated that the basic list
of offensive naval armaments should comprise all warships of a displacement over io,ooo tons,
the maximum calibre of whose guns is over I2 inches (305 millimetres).

He further stated that, in his view, certain types of Washington cruisers possess certain
qualitative properties which prevent their being included in the category of defensive armaments.

Further, the delegations of the Argentine, France, Poland and Roiunmania have stated that:

"Whenever a State adopts a policy of aggression, all capital ships are:

(a) Specifically offensive;

" b) Efficacious against national defence;

" (c) Threatening to civil populations."

PART II. - AIRCRAFT-CARRIERS.

In regard to aircraft-carriers, the Naval Commission draws attention to the Air
Commission's Report (document Conf.D./I23), Part I, paragraph I (d), and to the declarations
relative to this paragraph in Part III).1

The delegations of the Argentine, Australia and the United Kingdom have expressed
the following opinion:

" The aircraft-carrier is a vessel which is more vulnerable than any other type of warship
and serves solely as an aerodrome from which aircraft can be operated, and therefore cannot
of itself be utilised for offensive purposes.

"The question of whether or not the aircraft which are carried in aircraft-carriers can be
classified as most specifically offensive, as most efficacious against national defence, or most
threatening to civilians depends upon the type of machine carried and the conclusions of the
Air Commission as to the offensiveness of different types of aircraft."

1 REPORT BY THE AIR COMMISSION.

Part I.

I. (d) The possibilities of offensive action of aeroplanes carried by aircraft-carriers or warships
equipped with landing-platforms (or landing-decks) must be regarded as being increased by the mobility
of the vessels which carry them.

Part III.
Conclusion I (d) was adopted by r6 votes to 2 (United States of America and Portugal). In consequence

of this vote, the United States delegation made the following declaration:
" The delegation of the United States considers that the statement in Paragraph I (d) as to the

increased possibility of offensive action of ship-based aircraft is inappropriate for inclusion in a report
which deals with aircraft generally and which does not otherwise discuss specific types of aircraft or
the influence of the base of action upon their offensive capabilities.

" One of the tests already contained in the report is that of capability of arriving at an objective.
Thus the mobility feature of ship-based aircraft is already taken into account and any further
reference in the report which might give the impression that individual ship-based aircraft are more
specifically offensive than individual aircraft taking off from bases close to land frontiers is misleading."

The Portuguese delegation associated itself with this declaration, and the United Kingdom delegation
stated that it shared the views therein expressed.
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The United States delegation believes that:

" The terms of reference should be interpreted as regards the first two criteria in accordance
with subdivision (a) of the fourth paragraph of the resolution adopted by the Naval Commission;
that is to say, in connection with a situation characterised by a policy of armed aggression.

" The aircraft-carrier is a particularly vulnerable type of warship. It serves only as an
aerodrome from which aircraft can be operated.

" The aircraft-carrier has been recognised by nations possessing that type of vessel as a
legitimate type of naval weapon to operate as an auxiliary arm of the fleet. Its principal
mission is in connection with fleet operations, particularly in reconnaissance and defence of the
fleet against surprise attack.

" The air armament of an aircraft-carrier is limited in quantity and quality to such extent
that it would be ineffective in attacks against the coasts of another country protected by
shore-based aircraft.

"Even if bombing were abolished, aircraft-carriers would still be needed for scouting and
other purposes of a purely defensive nature.

" The value of aircraft-carriers for defence is great, in that they furnish advance infor-
mation of the approach from seaward of an attacking or invading force.

"Because of the nature of their operations, aircraft-carriers alone cannot effectively
control commerce.

"The use of naval weapons in such manner as to endanger civilians has been restricted
by international agreement for many years and there is no reason why all operations of
aircraft-carriers should not be covered by such agreements.

" In view of the above considerations, the delegation of the United States believes that
aircraft-carriers do not come within the scope of the three criteria mentioned in the resolution
of the General Commission.

" Questions of reduction in displacement and gun calibre of aircraft-carriers are regarded
as outside the present terms of reference, since they involve matters of principle to be first
discussed by the General Commission."

The French delegation made the following statement

" The question of bombing aircraft being provisionally reserved, these ships will in all
cases carry machines destined for other purposes, especially for reconnaissance and scouting.

" In these circumstances

" (a) They are not specifically offensive. On the other hand, they are extremely
effective in defence for long-distance scouting for naval forces or convoys and for discover-
ing the possible proximity of an attacking force.

" (b) They are not particularly threatening to national defence. In the open sea,
they are both defensive and offensive. In the neighbourhood of the coast, their aerial
resources are usually inferior in quality and quantity to those of the coastal air-force.
They are less dangerous to the defence in proportion as their guns are of smaller calibre.

"(c) Without bombing machines, they are not particularly dangerous to the civilian
population. Their power of injuring this population would be still further reduced if,
instead of guns of 203 millimetres (8 inches), they only carried guns of I55 millimetres
(6.I inches), which are necessary and sufficient to repel the attacks of small vessels.

Further, the Argentine and French delegations have stated that

"Whenever a State adopts a policy of aggression, all aircraft-carriers are:

"(a) Specifically offensive;

"(b) Efficacious against national defence;

"(c) Threatening to civil populations."

The German, Chinese, Danish, Spanish, Finnish, Italian, Netherlands, Norwegian, Polish,
Roumanian, Siamese, Swedish, Soviet, Turkish and Yugoslav delegations have intimated that
they reply in the affirmative to the first as well as the second and third questions.

" In practice, the aircraft-carrier being a mobile base for bombing aircraft puts within
range of these aircraft a considerable number of objectives which otherwise would be outside
the range of attack.

" At the present time, these vessels carry fighter, reconnaissance and bombing aircraft.
Even if they were designed for carrying only the two former classes, it is necessary to take
into account the fact that the majority of reconnaissance aircraft can be employed for bombing
purposes, especially if they be employed at the short distances and in the favourable
circumstances which aircraft-carriers permit of being realised."

The German delegation desired to add the following paragraph to the above declaration:

" Aircraft-carriers are a particularly efficacious arm, in the sense of the three criteria,
against countries which do not possess a sufficient air defence,'"
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The Polish delegation, while agreeing with the above declaration of the fifteen Powers,
is of the opinion that :

" The characteristics of aircraft-carriers must be above all considered in the light of the
geographical situation and the special conditions of different parts of the world. It is clear
that the characteristics stated in the above declaration are especially applicable in the case of
narrow waters."

The delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics agrees with the above statement
by the fifteen Powers, while at the same time considering that it applies equally to all other
special means of transport for aircraft.

The Greek delegation adheres to the views expressed in the first paragraph of the above
declaration by the fifteen Powers, from the words " In practice . . ." to". . range of
attack ".

The Japanese and Siamese delegations made the following statement:

"Aircraft-carriers and warships equipped with landing-on platforms or decks must be
classed among the arms which are most specifically offensive, most efficacious against national
defence or most threatening to civilians.

" . Being highly mobile aerodromes and capable of acting independently of the fleet,
these vessels are not only most suitable for making surprise attacks but are capable of working
havoc upon inland regions far removed from the sea.

' 2. The existence of these vessels increases the points to be protected and complicates
the relations between the national-defence systems of the various countries.

" 3. These vessels enhance the capacity of a fleet for reconnaissance, observation, and
especially for attack; they also accentuate the aggressive character of a fleet, and enable it
to operate in the neighbourhood of the coast of an adversary which even possesses coast-defence
air forces.

"4. The character of these vessels permits of their being employed more advantageously
for aggressive than for defensive purposes.

" Coast-defence air operations can be carried out more effectively and more economically
by a shore-based coast-defence air force than by aircraft-carriers.

"5. Being a new arm, they may serve destructive purposes as yet unforeseen."

PART III. - SUBMARINES.

The Argentine, the Australian and United Kingdom delegations have made the following
declaration

" (a) In the case of the submarine, we propose to deal first with criterion No. 3, ' most
threatening to civilians', since it is on this criterion that most of our discussion has turned.

" The submarine, a new-comer to naval warfare, has undoubtedly a worse record from the
point of view of our criterion than have surface ships over the long period that they have been
employed. Surface vessels, as well as submarines, were used in the world war for commerce
destruction, and the difference in the manner in which these types of vessels were employed
is known to all the world. We have asked ourselves whether this is merely due to chance or
whether there are not underlying factors which led to this result.

" We are of opinion that there are such underlying factors.
" The submarine is a vessel of very special construction which leads to two principal

results:

" First, she is unable either to accommodate sufficient naval ratings to enable a prize
crew to be put on board with a view to sending a captured merchant vessel into port for
examination or to accommodate the crews of vessels sunk (except for a very
limited number), so that, after carrying out the normal procedure of visit and search, a
submarine, unless she is to violate the accepted rules of warfare at sea, will frequently
be obliged to set her prey free for lack of anywhere to put the crew and passengers.

" Secondly, she is a weak and vulnerable vessel on the surface, with the result that
she cannot be sure of the outcome of an encounter with a merchant ship, should the latter
make use of the historic right of all merchant ships to resist capture and endeavour to
escape.

" The result of these two inherent limitations is that the submarine in many cases finds
herself in the position in which, while she is on the scene of operations and can see the enemy
merchant vessels passing by, she has either to abandon practically all efforts to interfere with
those merchant vessels or else to adopt methods which are contrary to the historic rules of war
at sea and to common humanity.
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" Similar problems do not exist in the case of the surface ship, and it is this fact, in our
opinion, which is largely responsible for the different manner in which the two types of vessel
have been used.

' It has been contended that if all nations adhere to the rules for the conduct of submarines
in war, laid down in Part IV of the London Naval Treaty, the differentiation between the
surface ship and the submarine in their use against trade will disappear.

"It must be remembered, however, that these rules are not really new. The submarine,
when it entered the field of naval weapons, was subject to exactly the same rules as were surface
ships. What is noteworthy is that the surface ship followed those rules and the submarine did
not.

"The Argentine, Australian and United Kingdom delegations do not wish to belittle
the value of rules solemnly accepted in this manner, and theysincerely hope that the particular
rules in question may be accepted by all nations. They must, however, stress the fact that no
rules can alter the inherent limitations of the submarine mentioned above. The fact remains,
therefore, that, should another war unfortunately take place in the future, the temptation
to use the submarine in an inhuman manner will inevitably be greater than the temptation
so to use surface ships.

"The Argentine, Australian and United Kingdom delegations are therefore forced to
the conclusion that the submarine is a type of vessel which should be classed as ' most
threatening to civilians'.

" (b) We come now to the first of our criteria, ' most specifically offensive'.
" The submarine, like all types of vessels, can be used in an offensive or defensive manner,

according to the type of operation which is being undertaken.
" We do not, however, feel that the submarine can be selected as a weapon which will

enable the attack of an aggressor rapidly to break down the defence of the State attacked,
which, as we have already said, we have taken as our guiding principle in determining whether
weapons are specifically offensive.

" Our answer to criterion No. I is accordingly, No.

(" c) 'Most efficacious against national defence'. The submarine used over a long
period can be very efficacious against national defence if used in a manner contrary to the
rules laid down in Part IV of the London Naval Treaty.

"We do not, however, feel that the submarine can be singled out from amongst other
naval weapons as possessing qualities which make it most efficacious against national defence."

The Canadian delegation desires to associate itself with the above declaration of the
delegations of the Argentine, Australia and the United Kingdom regarding submarines.

The United States of America delegation considers

" (a) That the terms of reference, as regards the first two criteria, should be interpreted
in accordance with subdivision (a) of the resolution adopted by the Naval Commission; that
is to say, in connection with a situation characterised by a policy of armed aggression.

" Under this interpretation, no distinction need be drawn between the first two criteria.
" Historically, the outstanding stigmata of measures of armed aggression have been

secret preparation and sudden attack, with or without formal declaration of war.
" Of all naval weapons, the submarine is best adapted, by reason of its specific character,

to carry out secret preparations of decisive effect in sudden offensive operations against the
naval defence forces of another Power. Submarines in the possession of the country suffering
aggression do not afford adequate defence against such an operation.

c' In view of the above, the United States delegation is of the opinion that the submarine
is a naval weapon whose character is

" (a) Most specifically offensive;

"(b) Most efficacious against national defence.

" (b) With respect to the third criterion-i.e., ' whose character is most threatening
to civilians '-it may be admitted that the submarine is relatively inoffensive in so far as
concerns civilians on shore. The only civilians whose safety in war has ever given rise to
apprehension in connection with the submarine are civilians at sea, including passengers and
crews of non-combatant and neutral vessels.

" The submarine, because of her inherent limitations, is less able than any type of surface
vessel to assure the safety of non-combatants in the exercise of the right of visit and search.

" The inability of submarines properly to exercise control over commerce, even when
acting in good faith, probably would result in incidents, followed by retaliation and a repetition
of the horrors of the late war.

" The provisions of Article 22 of the London Naval Treaty do not ensure to civilians
the same degree of safety that they formerly enjoyed when subjected to control by, surface
ships alone. Whereas the surface vessel of war was obligated with entire responsibility.
for their safety, the submarine, by these rules, is authorised to place this obligation upon the
non-combatants themselves or upon some other ship in the vicinity over which the submarine
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exerts no authority. Furthermore, these rules tend to encourage the submarine to sink vessels
at sea, a practice which formerly was permitted to surface ships only under exceptional
circumstances.

In view of the above, the United States delegation considers the submarine as a naval
weapon whose character is specifically threatening to civilians.

" Questions of reduction in displacement and gun-calibre of submarines are regarded as
outside the present terms of reference, since they involve matters of principle to be first
discussed by the General Commission."

The delegation of Brazil agrees with the above opinion of the delegation of the United
States of America, and wishes to add to it the following remarks:

" In the first place, the idea of reduction of the tonnage of submarines, suggested by
several delegations in order to give them a defensive character, must not be considered,
because it would necessitate an examination, by the comparative method, of the natural
features of the open sea or narrow waters as theatre of possible naval operations for all nations.

In regard to the mine-laying submarine, the mere idea that its purpose is to operate
in foreign waters takes from it its defensive character."

The delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics adheres to the above opinion
expressed by the delegation of the United States of America, with the addition of the following
remark:

' Although the question of reduction of tonnage does not fall within the terms of reference
given in the General Commission's resolution, all the considerations advanced by the United
States delegation apply particularly to submarines of over 600 tons."

The delegations of Spain, Finland, France, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Roumania, Siam and
Venezuela have put forward the following opinion:

" (a) Submarines possess at the same time the character of either an offensive or a
defensive arm. They are able to co-operate usefully in coastal waters or in the open sea, in
many defensive operations (protection of a cost against bombardment or a disembarkation,
protection of convoys, etc.). They are particularly qualified for the defensive duties of patrolling
and protection.

"(b) They contribute at the same time to the naval defence of a given country and to the
sea-borne attack, or the blockade, of an enemy country.

" (c) They are not particularly threatening to non-combatants, on the understanding
that all States will have to adhere to the rules laid down in Part IV of the Treaty of London."

The above delegations recall several of the remarks they have already put forward
during the discussions.

" Submarines have, in regard to merchant vessels, the same rights and the same duties as
surface vessels. They will exercise their rights only if they can at the same time acquit them-
selves of their duties. It must be conceded that the commanding officer of a submarine will
obey the instructions of his Governments as implicitly as will the commanding officer of a
surface vessel.

" The submarine has the same rights as other vessels to search merchant ships. Capture,
seizure and destruction can only take place in accordance with the conditions laid down by
international law. A submarine escorting a captured ship may be obliged to release it and
flee from surface patrols; but this is also true for a surface captor encountering in the same
circumstances a hostile ship stronger than itself.

" It may here be remarked that submarines of large tonnage are those with the greatest
facilities for taking on board personnel which has had to abandon its ship for any reason.

"It is not possible, on the basis of the case of the last war, to draw general conclusions
from particular circumstances. The special use which was made of submarines arises, not
from their innate characteristics, but from the instructions they have received, which have,
moreover, varied from time to time. The reason for this is not a technical one but political.
The duties of ships of all categories, including submarines, have already been restated and
definitely laid down. They are, in this respect, the subject of repeated declarations, the value
and effectiveness of which cannot be called in question.

" In those circumstances, the reproach of inhumanity with regard to non-combatants
cannot be adduced against submarines.

"The submarine is chiefly intended to act against warships. It is essentially suitable for
operating against them and in conjunction with naval forces of all kinds. The history of the
war provides numerous examples of such action and shows the importance of the part which
the submarine plays or can play in collective operations of a purely naval character.

" The submarine which attacks from close quarters is not more liable to commit errors
than surface vessels attacking by gunfire at night or in thick weather, or at a great distance
in clear weather.

" By its very existence and by the uncertainty as to the place and degree of the danger
which it constitutes, the submarine is the best defence of small or medium navies. As several
delegations have emphasised, its abolition would be equivalent to increasing the inequality
between the weak and the strong."

The delegations of Finland, France, Latvia, Poland, Roumania and Venezuela conclude
that the defensive character of the submarine is clearly preponderant and thus it is
indispensable to the defence of certain Powers.
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These delegations consider that, in consequence, the submarine

" (a) Is not a specifically offensive arm;

" (b) Is not an arm particularly efficacious against national defence;

" (c) Is not an arm threatening to civilian populations."

The Spanish delegation, while supporting the above conclusions of the delegations of
Finland, France, Latvia, Poland, Roumania and Venezuela, considers that submarines of
large displacement can take part in offensive fleet operations, and, in certain cases, in the
blockade of distant countries, and that submarines of a displacement exceeding I,ooo tons
are most specifically offensive.

The delegations of China and Italy consider that the offensive character of submarines
would become preponderant if capital ships did not exist. Consequently:

" (a) If capital ships form part of fleets, the construction of submarines is necessary
for defensive reasons.

(b) If capital ships do not form part of fleets, the construction of submarines would
have a specifically offensive character."

The delegations of Finland, France, Italy and Venezuela consider that displacement is not
a criterion for defining the more or less offensive character of submarines. Actually, in narrow
waters, small submarines can be as efficacious as those of large tonnage, and, in the case of a
defensive action having to be prosecuted to a considerable distance from the submarine's
proper bases, these latter are the only ones which can take part in it.

Further, the Argentine and French delegations consider that, whenever a State adopts
a policy of aggression, submarines are

" (a) Specifically offensive;

(b) Efficacious against national defence."

The Japanese delegation makes the following statement

" As compared with surface craft, the submarine is a far less effective weapon whether
afloat or submerged, it being only upon the approach of an enemy vessel into close proximity
that a submarine can show its power of attack. The submarine is therefore a defensive weapon,
one which is indispensable for the defence of a Power with an inferior navy.

" Any fear that the submarine might be so used as to endanger civilians has been removed
by the rules of international law.

" In view of the foregoing, it cannot be said that the submarine is

" (a) Specifically offensive;

" (b) Efficacious against national defence;

" (c) Menacing to civil populations.

" The defensive character of the submarine does not alter according to its size. The type
of submarine best adapted to a given country naturally varies with its peculiar conditions
and, for Japan, the maximum unit size should not be less than 2,000 tons."

The German delegation has pointed out that the authors of the Treaty of Versailles have,
by the terms of this Treaty, characterised the submarine as a specifically offensive arm.

The delegations of Denmark, Greece, Norway, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Turkey
and Yugoslavia are of opinion that:

" Submarines of large tonnage, and the most heavily armed both as regards torpedoes and
guns, are the most capable of operating in an offensive manner and the most efficacious against
national defence. The capacity of submarines to operate in these directions diminishes in
proportion to their tonnage and their armament.

" Submarines of lesser tonnage, and especially those whose tonnage does not exceed that
strictly necessary to ensure to them sufficient qualities of security and habitability, are
predominantly defensive in character.

" As regards civil populations, it cannot be said that submarines are particularly threaten-
ing to them, so long as they conform, in the same way as other vessels, to the rules of inter-
national law.

" Consequently, these delegations consider that:

" (a) Submarines of large tonnage are most specifically offensive;

" (b) Submarines of large tonnage are most efficacious against national defence;

" (c) Submarines are not specifically threatening to civil populations so long as
they conform, in the same way as other vessels, to the rules of international law."
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" The Portuguese delegation, while accepting the above declaration, considers that the
limit of tonnage sufficient to permit of the employment of submarines specially for coast and
harbour defence-having regard to the necessity of their possessing adequate arrangements
for the protection of their crews-should not exceed 1,200 tons on the surface."

PART IV. AUTOMATIC CONTACT MINES.

At the request of a number of delegations, the Naval Commission also considered whether
automatic contact mines come within the series of naval armaments referred to in the General
Commission's resolution of April 22nd.

In this connection, the Naval Commission would call attention to the fact that the eighth
Convention of the second Peace Conference at The Hague in I907 laid down rules for the use
of contact mines at sea. In virtue of the said rules, it is forbidden to lay unanchored
automatic contact mines, unless they be so constructed as to become harmless one hour at
most after those who laid them have lost control over them, and to lay anchored automatic
contact mines which do not become harmless as soon as they have broken loose from their
moorings. It is also forbidden to lay automatic contact mines off the coasts and ports of the
enemy with the sole object of intercepting commercial navigation. It is further prescribed
that, when anchored automatic contact mines are employed, every possible precaution must be
taken for the security of peaceful navigation. The belligerents undertake to provide, as far as
possible, for these mines becoming harmless after a limited time has elapsed, and, where the
mines cease to be under observation, to notify the danger-zones, as soon as military exigencies
permit, by a notice to mariners, which must also be communicated to the Governments through
diplomatic channels.

The experience of the great war showed, however, that these rules had not prevented great
loss of life among non-combatants.

The General Commission's resolution, which is submitted to the Naval Commission, has
appeared to provide the latter with a suitable opportunity for reverting to the problems
relating to the laying of contact mines at sea.

In the course of the discussion in the Naval Commission, several delegations laid stress on
the specifically offensive character of mines laid outside a coastal zone to be determined,
pointing out the essential difference which exists between automatic contact mines and other
naval weapons, in view of the fact that once mines have been laid they entirely escape the
control of those who have laid them.

Certain delegations, on the other hand, expressed the opinion that mines laid within the
coastal zone to be determined are a definitely defensive weapon, essential to the defence of
coasts and sea-ports. Any regulations concerning mines should proceed from the idea that the
coast defences should possess special facilities.

The Naval Commission examined also the question whether contact mines should be
regarded as a weapon particularly efficacious against the national defence of a country. This
question was answered in the negative.

As regards the third criterion indicated by the General Commission-that of the
threatening character of certain naval arms to the civilian population-the Naval Commission
is of the opinion that automatic contact mines laid outside a coastal zone to be determined
expose non-combatants to very serious dangers, especially when these mines have been laid
without timely notification or on a sea-route which is necessary to non-combatant and neutral
shipping.

The French and Roumanian delegations have suggested that the gun-range of modern
ships should be taken as the limit of the coastal zone in which automatic contact mines might
be laid.

The German delegation has, on the other hand, expressed the opinion that, in view of the
great range of modern large-calibre guns, a limit thus fixed would not reduce sufficiently
the dangers to which non-combatants are exposed.

The French and Roumanian delegations have suggested that all mines should be marked
by the Government which employs them.

The Argentine, the United States of America, the Italian and the United Kingdom dele-
gations, while supporting the proposal to regard the use of automatic mines in the open sea as
specifically dangerous to non-combatants, desired to state that they regarded mines laid in the
open sea as a very effective defence against submarines. Hence they could only recommend
their prohibition on the condition that submarines should also be abolished.

The delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics makes the following statement:

" The Soviet delegation, returning to the first proposal of the Netherlands delegation
contained in document Conf.D./C.N.26, which reads:

" ' The Naval Commission is of the opinion that submarine automatic contact mines
laid in the open sea are extremely threatening to civilians".
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' Considers that to this question it is necessary to give a simple reply. From this point
of view, it is possible to agree entirely with the formula given by the Netherlands delegation
in this document.

' As the further close examination and detailed investigation o fthe matter does not follow
from the duty assigned to us by the General Commission and, first, leads to the discussion of
a series of problems having no reference to qualitative disarmament, and, secondly and lastly,
compels us to discuss questions which require preliminary solution in principle by the General
Commission, the Soviet delegation abstains from accepting a more detailed document."

The United Kingdom delegation has made the following statement

"The original proposal of the Netherlands delegation was to prohibit the laying of contact
mines in the ' open sea'.

" It was on this basis that discussions took place in the Naval Commission, and the United
Kingdom delegation, seeing no reason for the substitution of the words ' outside a coastal zone
to be determined' for the words ' open sea', wish to place on record that, in associating
themselves with the finding of the Commission, it is on the understanding that in their case
the words ' open sea' must be substituted for 'outside a coastal zone to be determined '."

The Netherlands delegation, considering that the Naval Commission has unanimously
agreed with its proposal declaring that automatic contact mines laid "in the open sea"
are among the arms most threatening to civil populations, regrets that, in the present report,
the words, " in the open sea " have been replaced by the words " outside a coastal zone to be
determined ".

It appears from the discussions that this substitution cannot be considered as having
for its object the modification of the meaning of the declaration, nor to endanger the principle
of the freedom of the seas on which it is based.

Consequently, the Netherlands delegation wishes to state that, in the determination of
the coastal zone, this principle must be strictly respected.

PART V. - RIVER WAR VESSELS.

With reference to the resolution of the General Commission of April 22nd, two arguments
have been upheld in the Naval Commission in regard to the nature of monitors and river craft.

The Hungarian delegation, supported by the delegations of Germany, Italy and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, is of the opinion that surface river vessels, specially built for
service on European rivers, are most capable of offensive action and of contributing efficaciously
in offensive operations of which the purpose is to break down the national defence. The
offensive capacity is relatively greater in the larger types of these vessels and decreases
proportionately with the tonnage and armament.

Large river craft carrying relatively heavy artillery are the vessels which are most likely
to cause the greatest damage to civilian populations.

These States therefore consider that surface river vessels specially constructed for use on
European rivers with a standard displacement exceeding 250 tons and artillery of more than
I05 millimetres (4.I inches) calibre should be regarded as:

(a) Specifically offensive;

(b) Specially efficacious against national defence;

(c) Most menacing to civil populations.

The Polish, Roumanian and Yugoslav delegations, on the other hand, hold that river
craft do not come under any of the three headings mentioned in the resolution of the General
Commission. Such craft, they claim, should be regarded as defensive weapons, in view of their
special construction, limited field of action and lighter armament.

For certain countries whose naval forces are insufficient to ensure the defence of their
maritime frontiers, certain river craft serve as floating batteries for the defence of estuaries and
deltas against attaks from ocean-going vessels. It is perfectly logical that such river craft
should be supplied with artillery comparable to that of sea-going vessels, which are considered,
in the opinion of all the naval Powers, as being of a specifically offensive nature. Furthermore,
the effective power of their artillery, compared with land artillery of the same calibre, and
their vulnerability, particularly to mines, lead these delegations to the conclusion that river
craft cannot be regarded as specifically offensive nor particularly efficacious against national
defence, nor as most menacing weapons to civil populations. The Roumanian delegation has
stressed the desirability of the question of river war vessels being discussed in taking into
consideration all existing river war vessels on the rivers of all the continents.

The naval Commission has carefully examined the questions whether monitors and river
craft come under the categories of arms covered by the resolution of the General Commission.
It was obliged to find that, according to the proposal of the Hungarian delegation, the
problem has arisen only in regard to European rivers.
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However, in view of the general terms of reference of the General Commission, it seems
to the Naval Commission difficult to restrict the discussion of the problem purely to surface
river craft specially constructed for use on European rivers. Indeed, it seems unavoidable,
for the purpose of replying to the questions put by the General Commission, that the question
should be examined under a broader aspect, since the categories of vessels in question exist
in other continents also.

Moreover, the Naval Commission considered that a discussion on the general plane could
not be usefully entered upon without taking into consideration the particular situation existing
in other parts of the world where vessels of the categories in question are also in use. In order
to take into due account all these special conditions liable to influence the problem, the Naval
Commission would require data which it does not possess and which is all the more necessary
in that the question of monitors and river craft implies problems concerning, not only the
naval forces properly so-called, but also certain land armaments and coast artillery.

The Naval Commission has, therefore, decided not to give any opinion on the subject of
monitors and river craft, and to confine itself to bringing the foregoing details to the attention
of the General Commission.

Official No.: Conf.D.I27.

Geneva, June 23rd, I932.

REPORT TO THE GENERAL COMMISSION (Document Conf.D.I2I).

Note by the Secretary-General.

In accordance with the instructions of the President of the Conference, the Secretary-
General has the honour to circulate to the Conference the following document:

COMMUNICATION, DATED JUNE I6TH, I932, FROM THE PERSIAN DELEGATE TO THE PRESIDENT

OF THE NAVAL COMMISSION.

Geneva, June i6th, 1932.
[Translation.]

I have the honour to inform you that, on reading the opinions of the various delegations
on naval armaments, I have observed that the report to the General Commission contains no
mention of the views expressed by the Persian delegation.

At the Naval Commission's meeting on May 3rd, Colonel Riazi gave his opinion on the.
whole of the naval questions on the agenda.

This statement made it clear that Persia was prepared to accept the lowest naval
armaments and recognised a priori as non-offensive only submarines of small tonnage, provided
that in the use of these vessels the international humanitarian restrictions imposed by the
Treaty of London were rendered general and strictly observed.

I should therefore be very much obliged if you would have these general ideas inserted
in the report as the opinion of the Persian delegation and, should it not be possible to modify
the final report, append this declaration to the report to be sent to the General Commission
and inform the other members of the Commission of its tenor.

(Signed) A. SEPAHBODI.

Official No. : Conf.D./C.N.I5.

Geneva, March 22nd, I932.

QUESTIONNAIRE DRAWN UP BY THE BUREAU OF THE NAVAL
COMMISSION REGARDING THE DEFINITIONS (LEGAL OR THEORETICAL
EFFECTIVES, BUDGETARY EFFECTIVES, ACTUAL OR REAL EFFECTIVES)

CONTAINED IN ARTICLES 2, 3 AND 4 OF THE DRAFT CONVENTION
DRAWN UP BY THE PREPARATORY COMMISSION FOR THE

DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE (Document C.687.M.288.g30o. IX).

The naval Commission has requested its Bureau to prepare for the further technical
work of the Commission in regard to naval personnel.

The Bureau, with the assistance of several of the Commission's technical experts, has
drawn up a questionnaire which might serve as an aide-memoire to the delegations in their
statements regarding the interpretations given by them to Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the draft
Convention.



The Bureau would be glad if delegations will forward to the Bureau, when the Conference
resumes its sittings, their replies to the attached questionnaire.

Document Conf.D./C.T.4, which shows how the analogous questions have been treated
by the Land Commission, is forwarded herewith for information to all delegations.'

I. What meaning have you given to the word "effectives" ? (Theoretical or legal,
budgetary, actual, etc., effectives.)

2. What have you counted as days of presence ? (Short leave, long leave, illness, travelling,
early discharge, etc.):

(a) For an officer;
(b) For a professional sailor;
(c) For a conscript sailor serving with the colours;
(d) For a militiaman, reservist, etc., undergoing a period of service, attending a

drill, a training lecture, a muster-parade or an inspection.

3. What have you counted in your effectives ? (Various services, missions, persons
detached to civil services, etc.):

(a) Officers;
(b) Professional sailors;
(c) Cadet officers or cadet petty-officers undergoing preparatory naval training;
(d) Men called up with the annual contingent, militiamen, reservists;
(e) Young men undergoing preparatory naval training (boys, etc.).

4. Have you counted in your effectives:

(a) Coast watchers and coastguards;
(b) Coast-defence personnel.

5. Have you counted in the " formations organised on a military basis " any classes
of personnel not covered by the above headings ?

6. What difficulties have you met in interpreting the terms employed in Articles 2,
3 and 4 of the draft Convention ?

See Series D, Volume , pages - oo to o.

1 See Series D, Volume I, pages Ioo to IoS.



Official No.: Conf.D./C.N.32,

Geneva, May 3Ist, I932.

REPLIES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE (Document Conf.D./C.N.I5) REGARDING THE DEFINITIONS OF THE TERMS LEGAL

OR THEORETICAL EFFECTIVES, BUDGETARY EFFECTIVES, ACTUAL OR REAL EFFECTIVES, CONTAINED IN ARTICLES 2, 3 AND 4

OF THE DRAFT CONVENTION DRAWN UP BY THE PREPARATORY COMMISSION FOR THE DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE

(Document C.687.M.288.I930. IX).

Country. Question i. Question 2. Question 3. Question 4. Question 5. Question 6.

I. Union of Actual-i.e., men doing Full-time Personnel. - All members of the forces (a) No coast-watchers. There are no None, except to [
South Africa. training in the South 365 days. who have engaged for No coast-guards. such formations in determine a day's presence

African Naval Service- Naval Reserve Personnel. service. (b) Coast defence connection with for part-time Naval 
whole-time serving, or a - Maximum number of personnel is Garrison naval service. Volunteer Reserve-where c

number of men doing days training permitted Artillery and members of, a parade or parades
between them 365 days' by law-six hours' parades and counted with, the totaling six hours are
service in the year in the equal one day's duty. land (military) forces. taken as one day's duty.
Naval Volunteer Reserve.

2. New Zealand. Actual. (a) (b) Regular forces Counted in (a) (b) Coast defence No such formations Returns are based on our
-periods of temporary (a) Officers personnel included in in New Zealand. interpretation of Articles 2
absence counted as days (b) Professionalsailors military returns. and 3.
of duty. ()rotessionaisaiiors, Following points are

(c) There are no (c) Reservists; worthy of mention:
conscripts. (d) Boys accepted for (a) Term" Effective"

cods Ornl cils i. service and under in draft Convention

reservists of New Zealand
Naval Forces-for whom Other classes not (b) Definition of a
days of training are applicable. day's duty appears.
counted as days of necessary.
presence.

3. United States Figures in the United Regular Navy and (a) All officers of regular United States coast de- No. Except as noted in
of America. States report of particulars Marine Corps. - Each Navy and Marine Corps and fences are manned by Coast foregoing comment-no'



Country. Question i. Question 2. Question 3. Question 4. Question 5. Question 6.

to the League of Nations officer and man is counted certain reserves with status Artillery Corps-part of great difficulty. - See
are for average daily as performing a day's duty of effectives including United States Army-not Note 2 (below).
number of effectives every day with no Supply, Construction, Civil included.
in service or in training deductions for leave, illness Engineers, Medical and Coast-guard not includ-
according to Articles 2, or any absence. Dental Corps, and ed.- See Note i (below).
3 and 4 of draft Convention Number given is Chaplains.
-with no deductions for average number of actual (b) All enlisted men of
absence. effectives on last day of regular Navy, Marine Corps

Theoretical or Legal each month of the year. and Reserve.
Effectives. - This term Naval and Marine Corps (c) Midshipmen at Naval
would be understood as Reserve. - Number is Academy are not counted
applying to the maximum calculated according to -their training is
strength authorised by law. Article 3. Days in training preliminary. They will be
In the United States, it are counted days of duty. counted in future if this
would refer to the Periods of training of is to be the general practice.
maximum authorised less than a day are counted All enlisted men at trade
strength of the regular on basis eight hours' schools are included, as
Navy and Marine Corps. training equivalent to one they are personnel of

Budgetary Eflectives. - day's duty. regular navy.
By this term would be (d) Reservists counted
understood the personnel according to their time
for which current in training-see under
appropriations provide. In Question 2
the United States, the
annual appropriations (e) Civlian collegeannual appropriations students taking courses inprovide for memb ers of Reserve Officers' Training
personnel much lower than counted-the
the authorised strength. instruction is preliminary

and involves no commit-
ment to service.

Enlisted men at naval
training stations are
counted, as they belong to
personnel of regular navy.

Note i. - The coast-guard of the United States was formed in I9I5 by a consolidation under that name of the then existing Revenue-Cutter Service and the Life-saving Service. It is essentially a police force to prevent smuggling and to prevent the loss of life at sea. By the law
which created it, in time of peace it operates under the Treasury Department. Similarly, it operates as a part of the navy, subject to the orders of the Secretary of the Navy, only in time of war or when the President shall so direct. It is not a part of the navy, nor has the navy any control
over the personnel of the coast-guard, except when co-operating therewith in accordance with the express provisions of law referred to above. The executive act required to bring the coast-guard under control of the navy is similar in effect to a measure of mobilisation. For these reasons.
the coast-guard is not considered " capable of being employed for military purposes without measures of mobilisation ", and its personnel have not been included as naval effectives.

Note 2. - Except as noted in the foregoing comment (Note i), there has been no great difficulty in interpreting these terms in their relation to the naval forces of the United States. Similarly, other Powers will probably have found little difficulty in making a
definite interpretation as regards their own forces. The difficulties arise when it is a question of determining whether a common interpretation has governed the data submitted by the various Powers. These difficulties are inherent in the wide differences in organisation and composition
of naval effectives, and directly reflect the fact that the number of naval effectives is a less significant measure of naval strength than are the numbers and types of ships composing a navy. As illustrations of the kinds of difficulties to be encountered in applying a single formula for the
limitation of naval effectives, the following may be mentioned:

Countries with short terms of service or enlistment require larger complements for their vessels than countries with a system of long-term enlistments. There are nations which include in their naval establishments personnel of a Marine Corps, air forces, crews of supply and other
non-combatant vessels, and personnel for shore activities such as coast defences. Other nations include some of these effectives in their land or separate air forces or employ civilians for these duties.

These differences were clearly shown in the particulars submitted to the League by the various Powers. The figures of some countries such as the United States and Japan included all naval aviation personnel, because such personnel is an integral part of the navy, whereas the
figures of other countries such as the United Kingdom, France and Italy did not include naval aviation personnel, because such personnel belong to a separate air force. The figures of some countries such as the United States included the crews of oilers and supply ships, all of which are
manned by naval personnel, whereas the figures of other countries such as the United Kingdom did not include the crews of such'vessels, because these vessels are manned by civilian personnel. Some figures included personnel of a Marine Corps whose duties are both on board ship and in
naval stations ashore (United States), whereas others included the personnel of a much smaller Marine Corps whose duties are solely afloat (the United Kingdom). One country did not include Royal Marine Police (the United Kingdom), while in another country (United States), the duties
of this organisation are performed by enlisted men of the Marine Corps who have been included in the figures. Some figures included the personnel of coast defences (France), because such defences are manned by naval personnel, while others did not include such personnel because they are
an integral part of the army (United States). Some nations reported effectives for sea formations organised on a military basis (Italy), while other nations had no such effectives. The coast-guard organisations of the United States and the United Kingdom were not included, as these
formations are not available without measures of mobilisation. There appear to be no such organisations in the other three of the five great naval Powers. The United Kingdom did not report effectives for other parts of the empire which are separate members of the League of Nations'
although the vessels belonging to those nations are counted in the tonnages upon which the ratios of the London Treaty are based.



4. Sweden. Figures for volunteer No deductions for leave Reserve officers and Coast-guard, pilotage No Members of civil clubs
personnel are "Legal or absence for illness, etc. N.C.O's are included, also and lighthouse personnel of "Motor Boat Flotillas"
Effectives ", which corre- For professional person- "military-civilians" (sup- are civilians and are not are not included, as they
sponds to "Budgetary nel, 365 days are counted. ply staff, doctors, mu- included unless they have cannot be employed
Effectives ". For conscripts of the sicians, etc.), midshipmen, completed periods in the without previous mobilisa-

Figures for conscripts annual contingent, the reserve midshipmen and navy. tion.
are "Actual Effectives ". "effective " days are boys. Coast fixed defence If they have completed

counted. personnel is included. short periods in the navy,
they are included.

5. Portugal. Average budgetary. The budget lays down (a) Officer effectives There is no naval No. No.
The budget laid down the days of presence for comprise all classes of naval personnel exclusively for

the naval contingent as each category. officers, including auxiliary these services.
required for the fleet. A Only naval personnel is officers.
certain percentage of naval shown-the average effec- Officers of the naval |
personnel is employed tives cannot be exceeded reserve are excluded and
ashore for necessary naval and no deductions are also those on unlimited 4
services dealing directly made for absence. leave, or extraordinary and H
with the fleet and also in special missions, and
the instructional schools. supernumeraries.

(b) Included only the
men in active naval service
-naval reserve not includ-
ed.

(c) Cadet officers and
petty officers undergoing
preparatory naval training
are included.

Enseignes eleves of the
Naval School are not
included.

(d) All men called up
with the naval contingent
are included, except
reservists. There are no
militiamen.

(e) Young men doing
preparatory naval training
are included.



Country. Question i. Question 2. Question 3. Questions 4 and 5. Question 6.

6. Japan. The word " Effectives " In days of presence are Officers and men of all No coast-guard nor sea formations organised
in Part II (Naval included days of leave, grades in active service on a military basis exist at present.
Armaments) of Japanese illness and travelling for and reservists called up
Government communi- officers, professional sailors for service or training are
cation dated March ioth, and conscripts. counted-whether in
1931, means "Actual Days of early discharge service at sea, land service
Effectives ". are not included. corps, naval administra-

"Number of Effectives For reservists, days for tion, colleges, hospitals,
established by the Military calling up for "service " navy yards, on missions or
Ordinance . .. I3826 " or training are included, detached to civil service.
corresponds to "Legal but those for" inspection" Cadets of naval colleges
Effectives ". are not. doing preparatory training

for active service are
included.

No young men receive
compulsory preparatory
naval training.

7. China. Number given is average No deduction for absence All personnel performing
daily effectives for the except in case of early duty in the naval service,
year. discharge. attached to other

administrations, serving in
the formations organised t
on a military basis and
under training in the 
various schools.

Question 4. Question 5.

8. Canada. Number given is number No deductions for leave, Included officers, Coast-guard and coast No. No.
of those actually under- illness, travelling for professional sailors and defence personnel not
going service. officers, professional sailors reservists undergoing ser- included.

or reservists undergoing vice. Officers and crew of
service. No cadet officers, cadet Dominion steamers, tugs,

No conscripts exist. petty officers, young men icebreakers, etc., fishery
undergoing preparatory protection vessels and
naval training or naval Customs vessels are not
militia exist. included except when

belonging to naval reserves
and doing training with
that force.

Vide Canadian return
(document Conf.D.26).



9. United All officers and men (a) (b) Temporary (a) Officers attached to (a) Coast-guard not None exist. None.
Kingdom. from their date of entry absences due to leave, Fleet Air Arm have been included. They do not A certain latitude has

have been returned as sickness, etc., have been included in Table VI. come within the category been assumed in the
"Effectives ". considered periods of duty. (a) and (b) Officers and of naval forces or sea interpretation of Article 3,

Total active service (c) Not applicable. men serving in navies of formations organised on a as explained in answer to
personnel is obtained by (d) Actual number of other members of British military basis because: Questions I and 2.
taking the average of daysundertrainingisgiven Commonwealth of Nations (I) In peace-time the
monthly returns of dayin^monthly returns of in the return. Temporary or on missions have not force is not under
numbers borne in the absences due to leave been included. Admiralty control at all,
financial year.financial year. sickness, etc., have been (c) All cadets under but under the Board of

considered as periods of training or serving afloat Trade;
duty. Drills, parades, or in colleges ashore have (2) The executive act
lectures, etc., have been been included. required to bring the
counted as periods of duty (d) Not applicable. coast-guard under the
-six hours' drill, etc.,
has been reckoned as (e) Boys at establish- Admiralty is similar in
equivha ent rekoned ay's ments at which they are effect to a measure of
dquivalent of oy trained for the navy have mobilisation.

been included.
(3) The force isThe only establishments civilian and not oran-civilian and not organ-which train boys solely ied on a military basis

for a naval career are part is personnel a not
of the navy and the boys u ergo nal training.
are considered as undergo naval training.are considered as
" effectives " from their (b) Personnel engaged
date of entry. on coast defence is not H

part of the navy and has 
therefore not been included
in the naval section of the 
return.

Io. Norway. Actual. Counted as days of Counted in the effectives: (a) Not counted. No. With the method
presence: (a) (b) (c) Officers, (b) Part of armyindicated, no difficulties.

(a) (b) (c) All ranks N.C.O.'s, cadets and men organisation. The small figures are due
of professional personnel in permanent active to strictly reduced number
-365 days. service. of ships in commission.

days.rv personnel and These figures cannot beReserve personnel and (d) Conscripts in two regarded as expressing the
conscripts-the number contingents of different situation in the navy on
of days in service in strength, each serving each day of te year.
the year. 6 months.

(d) Not counted. (e) None such exists.
No deduction for leave,

sick-leave, etc.
~ ,



Country. Question i. Question 2. Question 3. Question 4. Question 5. Question 6.

ii. Argentine. Following meaning is For (a) (b) (c) and (d) Counted : actual effec- No coast-watchers exist. Although, as stated None.
given to the word are counted all days from tives incorporated in the If this refers to lighthouse in our reply to
"Effectives" date of incorporation to navy, including those in or other hydrographic Question 3, the

The number of naval date of discharge, with no units not intended for personnel, these are personnel of the
personnel, including com- deductions for sickness, maritime defence. This included in the effectives. Prefecture is not
manding officers, officers, leave, missions, etc. applies to the Marine Coast-guards are not organised on a
cadets of the naval school, Discharge is removal Prefecture, which is counted, as they are military basis, it has
apprentices of all schools from the service at end attached to the navy and civilians under the Ministry been included for the
for subordinate personnel of engagement or for whose personnel is organ- of Finance, purposes of Article4,
(mechanics, gunners, disciplinary reasons and, ised for maritime police There is no personnel which refers to
seamen, engineers, electri- in the case of conscripts, duties but receives no naval specially organised for "police forces ot all
cians, torpedo-men, etc.), on completion of legal or military training nor coast defence. kinds ". This
warrant-officers, petty period of service, forms part of naval personnel performs
officers, seamen and reserves. maritime police
conscripts of all naval corps We have thus counted duties.
and special services (cuerpo all the personnel referred
general, air force, to in answer to Question i,
mechanical and electrical whatever service or duties
engineer corps, torpedo they perform.
corps, medical service and (e) None exists.
administration).

Theoretical or legal
effectives. — Those
authorised by the organic
law of the navy.

Budgetary Effectives. -

Those authorised by the
annual Finance Act.

Actual Effectives. -

Those entered on the daily
rolls of vessels and all
other naval units, whatever
may be their position at
the moment-i.e., whether
present, on short leave,
sick, on mission, etc.

12. Netherlands. Actual-i.e., average Not counted: sick leave These services are not (a) Coast-watchers and No formations By interpreting the word
daily effectives based on or early discharge. included in the navy. coast-guards belonging to organised on a "Effectives" as "Actual
number of days of presence the naval militia are military basis exist. Effectives , no difficulty
in the year. counted. has been met in completing

Coast defence personnel the figures in the tables.
belongs to the land forces.



13. Roumania. Budgetary - i.e., the For active personnel, 365 Counted in: all conscript Personnel of land units
average effectives required days per year. Officers on sailors; all professional appertaining to the navy
to man, during the various leave for over six months sailors and officers, and intended for coast
periods of instruction, part are not counted, neither including those of the defence is counted in.
of the existing warships are the usual short and following services 
and to form the land units long leaves granted to mechanicians, engineers,
and services appertaining men in active service. doctors, pharmacists,
to the navy. Reservists are counted supply and administration.

The actual average as performing all the days Personnel detached or
effectives during I93I have of training laid down by on mission is included in
been inferior to the law. the "Budgetary Effec-
budgetary effectives. tives ", also the pupils of

the schools and auxiliary
personnel.

14. Australia. "Effectives" represent (a) Permanent forces : Counted in : (a) Neither exist. None exist. None.
the average daily numbers 365 days' per annum (a Officers of per- (b) Included under land
actually borne on the active Naval Reserve: eight days manent forces, Nval forces.
strength of the Royal service per annum; Naval Reserve, Naval Reserve
Australian Navy for the Reserve (S): fourteen ( e (S), borne on the ac-financial year ended June days' per annum. tive strength of the
30th, I931. (b) 365 days' service per Royal Australian Navy

annum. (R.A.N.);
(c) Not applicable. (b) Sailors of the
(d) Fleet Reserve: seven permanent forces borne

days' service per annum ; on the active strength
Naval Reserve : eight of the R.A. N.;
days' service per annum ; (c) Naval cadets under
Naval Reserve (S) : training at the R.A.N.
fourteen days' service per College.
annum. (d) Fleet Reserve,

Naval Reserve, Naval
Reserve (S) undergoing
the annual periods of
training shown in answer
to Question 2(d).

(e) None exist, apart
from those included in
categories above.



Country. Question i. Question 2. Question 3. Question 4. Question 5. Question 6.

15. Siam. Effectives given in Counted in days of Effectives include all There are no special No. None.
document Conf.D./R.C.I presence: short leave, long officers and sailors of the effectives for (a) or (b).
are "actual effectives" for leave, illness, travelling for navy and those of the Officers and men serving
year April ist, I930, to both officers and men. various services of the at coast defence forts are
March 3ISt, I931. Early discharge is not Ministry of Defence, cadet counted in navy effectives.

counted in. officers and cadet petty There are no coast-
officers of the conscript watchers.
age (21 years).

There are no young men
doing preparatory naval
training.

I6. Finland. Naval average daily In calculating the naval Counted in : Officers (a) Coast-guard effectives No.
effectives have been average daily effectives, and corresponding ranks come under the Ministry
calculated as if the number no deduction has been professional petty officers of the Interior and are
of officers and professional made for absences or early and corresponding ratings, shown in Table VII 
sailors had been, during discharge. also fleet . and coast "Formations organised on
the whole year, maintained artillery, conscripts, includ- a military basis"
at the level fixed by the ing. the staff of the naval (b) Yes.
law of" cadres "- as if the defences and the services
laws in force fixing the. - directly appertaining H

period of service-in active thereto. -
and reserve forces-had There is no preparatory
been applied exactly to naval training for young ·
conscripts serving in the men.
sea defence..

Thus Finland has given
the sense " legal" to the
word effectives.

17. Denmark. The "Effectives" force Temporary absences are Same points of view (a) Naval coast-watching No. No particular difficulties.
is that which, in the ignored. adopted as those indicated is principally carried out
relevant period, has There are no calls up in answer to previous by the lighthouse service,
actually been in service, for complementary or questions. which is not included in

special courses, parades or Beyond the figures given, figures given and amounts
inspections which are not no fleet personnel detached to about 325 men.
comprised in the figures to civil services exists. There is no military
given. (c),- (d) and (e) do not coast-watching.

exist. (b) There is no maritime
*- - ~~~~~~. . ~coast defence outside that

given in the particulars.

- .. 

.:



18. Union of In the information Included all men In the number of men in The figure of 29,039 The only forma- None.
Soviet Socialist furnished to the Conference, receiving a money, food actual naval service are includes men belonging to tions organised on a
Republics, the budgetary average of or clothing ration, included all classes of the coast defence but does military basis in the

men in active service is Not includedpersons entitled to rations not include the effectives of U.S.S.R. are the
given-in other words, the tincluded of money, food and frontier flotillas, who are flotillas of the State
sea forces during the (a) Men belonging to clothing in accordance with shown in the chapter Political Administra-
relevant year have received other arms temporarily the laws regulating the dealing with the troops of tion (see Table 2,
from the Government attached to naval units; naval forces-i.e., the the State Political document Conf.D.
29,039 rations in pay and (b) Reservists whose commandants (officers), Administration. 72).

food, in conformity with instructional periods quartermasters (petty
the lists of effectives and have been the object of officers), sailors of the
existing schedules. special allocations, contingent or re-engaged,

volunteers, pupils of all
naval schools.

19. India. Actual - i.e., naval (a) (b) For officers and (a) (b) Included All (a) There are none. None. None.
officers and other ranks professional sailors every officers (British and Indian) (b) Included in strength
on the strength of, and day in the year is counted and other ranks performing of land forces
performing duty with, the as a day of presence-i.e., naval duty with naval
naval forces of India. no deductions are made for forces of India. Civilians

leave or absence for other and followers are not
reasons. included.

(c) (d) Conscripts, (c) Midshipmen doing
militiamen or reservists do preparatory naval training
not exist. in the United Kingdom

during 1929/30 are not
included.

There are no cadet petty
officers under training.

d) (e) There are none.

20. France. A. Legal Effectives: (a) Officers. — Officers (a) Officers outside the (a) Semaphore watchers The total effectives The oniy difficulty met

(a) For officers of the are always considered cadres" are replaced in should figure in "the sea of naval fire brigades, concerns Article 4. It
dlifferent branc-hes. of the present if comprised in the cadres and are not formations organised on a sailors belonging to does not seem possible to
navy^ (seagoing and non- the cadres. counted in the effectives. military basis". Thus it the port administra- find precise figures for" Sea
seagoing), the legal (b) (c) Professional or has been shown, for tions and military formations organised on a
efectives are those shown conscript sailors serving (b) Professional sailors, information, in document supervisorshavebeen militarybasis untilthe
in the "Loi des Cadres " with the colours. - All The state of" outside the C 4 4 o.M.1i87.931IX - shown for informa- Conference has considerd
of March 4th, 1929. These non-officer personnel cadres" does not exist Conf.D.5 (page i4),thatthe tion, as stated in what elements, in the



Country. Question i. Question 2. Question 3. Question 4. Question 5. Question 6.

numbers have not yet been serving with the colours for the non-officer per- auxiliary corps used for the preceding column differentcountries, actually
attained in their entirety. are shown in the " Lists of sonnel. police or fatigue duties in -together with that correspond tothe definition
They will be attained, Crews " and are considered (c) Cadet officers or the French arsenals and on of semaphore in the draft Convention.
according to branches and as being present unless they cadet petty-officers. the coasts totals 4,419 watchers.
ranks, at different periods have been discharged. The pupils at schools men. This number of
between I932 and I938. (d) Militiamen : Reser- which provide directly for effectives comprises the

The Finance Law, voted vists. - The national navy the recruitment of officers semaphore watchers, the
each year at the same time has no militiamen. For are counted in. naval fire brigade, sailors
as the regular budget, reservists, a day of presence Pupils at the petty- belonging to the port
shows in addition the corresponds to an effective officers' school are not administrations, and the
maximum number of day of service. counted in; they are not military supervisors.
officers which may be The total of these days bound by a contract of (b) All coast defence
attained during the of presence constitutes the service until they leave personnel is shown in Table
budgetary year. "period of reserve" for this school. VI (" Effectives of the sea

(b) For the non-officer any single reservist. (d) Men called up with armdd forces").
personnel, the legal the annual contingent.
effectives are laid down Reservists these are
in the above-mentioned similarly counted in.
Finance Law.'

(e) Young men under-
B. Budgetary Effectives. going preliminary navalTe. Budgetary Efectives training.
The budgetary effectiveThehe young men of the

are laid down in the naval professional schools
Finance Law both for whose contract does not
officer and non-officer come into force until the
personnel. day of their leaving those

The budgetary effectives schools are not counted
of non-officer personnel are in.
the same as the legal
effectives. 2

C. Actual Effectives.

In principle, the actual
effectives are strictly equal
to the budgetary effectives
and cannot exceed them.

However, as the non-
officer personnel varies
greatly during the year,
because of fluctuations in
voluntary engagements,
agreement can only be
realised, for non-officer
personnel, between the
average elfectives of the
year in question and the
budgetary effectives laid
down for the same year.
In practice, the actual
effectives are generally less
than the legal effectives or
the budgetary effectives,
and the budget includes a
considerable sum to be
deducted for numbers not
reached.

The effectives shown in the Finance Law do not include, however: (a) Fleet reservists whose status is laid down in the Law for the Recruitment of the Army; (b) 2,900 youths in the proessional schools undergoing premilitary training, who are shown in the budget (see Table VI
of document C.44 0.M.187 -- Conf.D.5).

2 Subject to the reserves indicated in note i above. In regard to fleet reservists, credits are provided in the budget only for reservists to be effectively recalled during the budgetary year.



2I1. Italy. The following meaning (a) Effective days of (a) Officers detached to (a) Coast-watchers and Yes, actually the Articles 2 and 3: no
has been given to the presence, included in which services other than the coast-guards are counted following are counted difficulty.
word "Effectives" : are short leave periods, Royal Navy-i.e., missions, in. in: Effectives of Article4: the formations

Average daily effectives, ordinary leave, travelling civil service, etc.-are also the " Guardia di organised on a military
effectively present and days, time sick in hospital, counted in. Finanza" employed basis mentioned in Answer
performing military service periods when available for (b) Those detached to on coastal super- 5 should not, by a strict
in the Royal Navy or in service on the establish- various services under vision; effectives interpretation of Article 4
the sea formations ment (en disponibilite), other Ministries are also in the port adminis- of the draft Convention, be
organised on a military periods when available off counted in. trations and port counted in, seeing that a
basis. the establishment (hors inspectorates. number ofmeasures of

By "Budgetary Effec- cadres) (naval attach6s ) Cadet omcers at the mobiliation arenecessary
tives", mentioned in the attached to other Ministries Leghorn Roya aval put them into a state
note on page 6 of document A.D.C. to H.M. the King caemy are counte to serve for war purposes.
Conf.D.I3, is meant : The and to the Royal Princes, Polare They have beenC.R.E.M. shown,
average daily effectives etc.). (specialist so as to give the greatest
which may be reached in (b) Effective days of saiors detail.
the classes of petty-officers, presence, included in which (d) Those detached to
quartermasters and sailors, are short leave periods, special services are counted
on the basis of the credits ordinary leave, travelling in.
allocated annually to this days, time sick in hospital, (e) Not counted in,
heading in the Budget periods available for service because no naval prepara-
Law. on the establishment (en tory training under the

disponibilite). direct control of the Royal
Navy exists in Italy at

(c) Effective days .of present
presence, included in which present.
are short leave periods,
ordinary leave, periods sick
in hospital.

Days on leave awaiting
discharge are not included.

(d) Effective days of 4
presence. c

22. Yugoslavia. The figures shown are (a) (b) (c) Each day All officers and assimila- No special category of There are no No particular difficulty.
actual effectives - i.e., with no deductions for ted ranks, petty officers, coast-watchers and coast- formations organised
effectives who have, during illness, leave, etc. cadets and conscripts, guards exists. on a military basis.
the period in question, (d) For reservists : each including those in the Sailors employed in
actually been in service day's service performed naval air force. observation duties are
in the navy and the naval during the year. Category (e) does not counted in.
air force. The cadets in exist in the navy. Category (b) is included
the naval school and in all in the land army effectives.
the schools for subordinate
personnel are included.

The number of the
theoretical or legal effec-
tives is fixed by the " Loi
des Cadres," but this
number has not yet been
reached.

The number of the
budgetary effectives is laid
down in the ordinary
annual budget.








